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II Semester B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) Examination
Aut-16
May – 2019
HISTORY II
(History of Courts)

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. ShivanandaBharathi P.)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question
1. a. State the features of Admiralty Court.
b. Comment on the role of Privy Council as a Court of Appeal.
c. Compare the features of Mayors Court established under Charter 1687 and
Charter 1726.
Or
2. a. Specify the contributions of Streynsham Master towards the development of
Indian Judicial System.
b. Highlight the legal issues involved in Shimpy women’s case.
c. Trace the historical development and administration of justice in Bombay.

02
03
07/09/10

3. a. State the functions of SadarDiwaniAdalath.
b. Prepare a note on Kamaluddin case.
c. Elucidate the significant provisions of the Code of Cornwallis (1793). Add a note on
its demerits.
Or
4. a. Point out the reasons behind the execution of Raja Nanda Kumar.
b. Write an account on the reforms of Sir ElizahImphey.
c. Examine the noteworthy judicial reforms of Warren Hastings under the Judicial
Plan of 1772.

02
03
07/09/10

5. a. Mention the objectives of Law Commissions.
b. Point out the significance of Writ Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
c. Explain the powers and jurisdiction of High Courts established under the Indian
High Courts Act, 1861.
Or
6. a. Specify the process of Codification.
b. Prepare a note on tendency for amalgamation of the dual judicial system.
c. Elucidate the composition and functions of Federal Court. Add a note on its
general features.
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07/09/10

7. a. State the major advantages of the Act of Settlement, 1781.
b. Highlight the powers and functions of Legislative Assemblies in the provinces.
c. Describe the significant provisions of the Government of India Act, 1919. Enlist its
drawbacks.
Or
8. a. Specify the importance of Bicameral Legislature.
b. Prepare a note on the historical background of the GOI Act, 1909.
c. Evaluate the merits and demerits of the Indian Council Act, 1861.

02
03
07/09/10

9. a. Distinguish between Vakils and Pleaders.
b. Draft a note on the establishment of independent Law Colleges in the present
scenario.
c. Trace the growth of Legal Profession in Pre-British period, British period and PostIndependence.
Or
10. a. What is Law Reporting?
b. Prepare a note on Rule of Law and Independency of Judiciary.
c. Explicate the composition and functions of State Bar Councils under the Advocates
Act, 1961.

02
03
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II Semester B.B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) Examination
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May – 2019
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. Tejaswini M.)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define the term Ethnocentric in International Business.
02
b. X country can efficiently produce world’s good quality of wine of one unit in just
03
2hours due to favorable climatic conditions. Country Y having favorable
accumulated expertise can produce better quality of textile/cloth of one unit in just
2hrs. Clarify how both the countries are benefited.
c. Trace the evolution of International Business.
07/09/10
Or
2. a. Distinguish between Domestic and International Companies.
02
b. D is a perfume manufactured by R&D company. They decide to sell their perfume in
03
both developing and developed countries. Can they sell the perfume with the same
price and quality in both the countries? Clarify along with necessary implications.
c. Examine the theory of Absolute Cost Advantage in International Business.
07/09/10
3. a. State the objectives of SAARC.
02
b. In order to develop their product and its marketing, X company manufacturing
03
electronic items decided to import technology from US. Can the technology be
directly adopted? Give reasons.
c. WTO is a landmark in the history of Globalization’. Discuss.
07/09/10
Or
4. a. Expand UNCTAD.
02
b. Germany has imposed duty of $800 per tonne on an import of paracetamol, a
03
widely used medicine, from China for five years to protect the interest of domestic
payers from the cheap shipments. Whether this act amounts to trade-distortion?
Give reasons.
c. Explain the impact of Trade Liberalization on the economic development of a 07/09/10
country.
5. a. Enlist the reasons for conflict between host country and transnational company.
02
b. CLIPCART is an e-business enterprise providing purchase of various products and
03
services online. They even provide for a reverse auction of their products that
enables the buyer to name their own price for a product or services and the
demand bids are collected to offer it to the participating sellers. Identify the type of
e-business model.
c. Evaluate the role of international agencies to combat the conflict in International 07/09/10
Business.

Or
6. a. What is Negotiation in International Business?
02
b. T and R are two multinational companies manufacturing valves and pipes with an
03
agreement of its supply in various countries. A dispute arises between the two
companies on the issue of supply and pricing of their product. They decided to
solve the issue through peaceful means. Suggest peaceful means.
c. Analyse the significance of MNC’s in strengthening National Power.
07/09/10
7. a. Define the term Globalization.
02
b. Spicy mix is a company which manufactures curry powders, pickles etc., and
03
exports it abroad without any significant deviation from the traditional line of
business. Identify the type of business strategy adopted by the company and its
conditions.
c. Examine the trends in the International Capital Flows.
07/09/10
Or
8. a. Specify the concept of Global Capital Structure.
02
b. A German company agrees to supply certain materials required to set up a new
03
plant in China and agrees to take a part of the plant’s output as a payment for the
deal. What kind of trading activity is carried out by the German Company?
c. Discuss Convertibility of Rupee and its implication.
07/09/10
9. a. Define International Marketing.
02
b. With a view to enhance their manufacturing operation Tepsi, a beverage company
03
mergers with Moca-Dola company. Advice.
c. Discuss the significance of 4 P’s in International Market.
07/09/10
Or
10. a. Specify the activities involved in Product Assistance.
02
b. Bbuy.com, decided to sell their products online with a mission to get consumers to
03
buy the product immediately and to capture their customer’s interest. Advise them
to ensure speedy delivery of services.
c. Analyse the different stages of Product Life Cycle.
07/09/10

*****
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II Sem. B.A./B.B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) I Sem. LL.B. Examination
Aut-16
May – 2019
ENGLISH AND LEGAL LANGUAGE

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. M.S. Nandini)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question
I.

II.

1. Punctuate the following sentences:
a. some people work best in the mornings others do better in the evening
b. according to Murphy anything that can go wrong will go wrong
c. I don’t like this one bit said ulia

03

2. Correct the following sentences:
a. I agree with your proposal.
b. The meeting will take place between 3 to 6 p.m.
c. The book lay besides me.

03

3. Specify the meanings of the following homophones & homonyms and frame
sentences:
a. Desert
b. Cabinet
c. Heal – heel
d. Knead – need

04

4. Rewrite as directed:
a.
Define Imperative sentence and give a suitable example.
b.
He left the place soon after my arrival (Transform into Complex
sentence)
5. Use the connectives and frame meaningful sentences:
a. Furthermore
b. Lastly
c. Last of all
d. At length

02

1. Specify the meanings of the following idioms and phrases and frame sentences:
a. Blessing in disguise
b. To feel under the weather
c. Sit on the fence

03

2. Read the following poem and answer the questions that follow:

03

I met a traveler from an antique land,
Who said—“Two vast and trunk less legs of stone
Stand in the desert. . . . Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal, these words appear:
My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings;
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!

02

Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.”
Identify the figure of speech in the following sentence:
“The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;”
Antique land in the poem refers to _____________.
Identify the word in the poem which is the synonym of the word ‘face’.
The poem is a ______________ form of sonnet.
Who met the traveler in this poem?
What nature of the king is brought out by the poet?
3. Draft a letter in response to the advertisement which appeared in ‘The Express’ calling
applications for the post of Circulation Manager dated 14 May, 2019.

04

4. Frame sentences for the following word pairs:
a. Adam and eve b. Trial and error. C. High and dry.

02

D. Prim and proper

5. Frame sentences for the following expressions and specify their meanings:
a. Perspective; Prospective
b. Destroy ; Destruct
III.

IV.

V.

Answer any two of the following:
a. Bring out the importance of Law and Language.
b. Explicate the sources of Law.
c. Explain the following:
i. Conventional and Legal English.
ii. Kinds of Legislation.
1.

Specify the meanings of the following Legal terms:
a. A prima vista
b. Audita querella
d. Jure humano
e. In torrerem

02

7X2=14

03

c. De novo
f. Lex scripta

2. Explain any two of the Legal Maxims:
a. Communis error facit jus
b. Actio personalis moritur cum persona
c. Novus actus intervineans

06

3. Clarify any two of the following:
a. Principles of Natural Justice

05

b. Civil Law

c. Sentence

Answer any two of the following:
a. Bring out the role of Luck and Opportunities in Palkhivala’s success.
b. ‘Newsprint control was nothing but Newspaper control’- Elucidate.
c. Trace the facts of the two important International cases represented by
Palkhivala.
*****
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II Semester B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) Examination
Aut-16
May – 2019
POLITICAL SCIENCE-II

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. K.R. Bharath)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define Political Obligation.
b. X had enrolled as a voter on attaining age of 18 years in Y constituency for assembly
election. On reaching the polling station he was denied voting as he had not got his
voter ID card.
Decide with reasons whether,
i. X can cast his vote
ii. Is the polling officer justified in objecting X to vote?
c. Discuss the classical view on Theory of Political Obligation.
Or
2. a. Specify the Political Obligation of individual towards the State.
b. A 7 year old child is sent to work in agricultural field by his parents. The child is
stopped by the School Head Master and asked him to get admitted to School. Child
goes back home and asks his parents to send him to school. Decide with reasons
whether the parents can deny school education for livelihood.
c. Analyze the limitations of Political Obligation.
3. a. State the meaning of Legitimate Authority.
b. Students of X University went on strike opposing the university order that students
should not wear western dress on the campus premises. The university
subsequently cancels the admission of 10 students. In a democratic state can the
students’ admission be terminated without giving an opportunity to explain and
can they approach the court for remedy.
c. Discuss the views of Karl Marx on Legitimacy of Power.
Or
4. a. Define Power.
b. The father restricts his son from taking his motor cycle as he had not got his driving
license. Does the father have the authority to restrict his son and can the son file a
case against his father for misuse of power. Decide with reason.
c. Distinguish between views of Thomas Hobbes and Rousseau on the concept of
legitimacy of power.
5. a. What is Utilitarianism?
b. In a Democratic State the population of X religion is 80% and the population of Y
religion is 20%.The Government on demand of X religion’s population imposes that
only temples of X religion shall be built, as they satisfy the needs of majority. Later,
Y religion protests against the attitude of the Government towards the X religion.
Justify the action of the Government.
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07/09/10
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07/09/10
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03

07/09/10

02
03

c. Discuss The views of J.S. Mill on Liberty.

07/09/10
Or

6. a. Define Obedience.
b. Examine the limitations of Utilitarian theory of Jermy Bentham.
c. Discuss the problems of obedience to Unjust Laws.
7. a. State the meaning of the term Satyagraha.
b. In a State reservation for education and employment is ensured up to 69%. Can this
reservation policy be justified on the basis of Sarvodaya?
c. Discuss Kautilya’s views on State and Administration.
Or
8. a. Mention the techniques of Sathyagraha.
b. The Supreme Court of a country passes a judgment allowing entry of women into a
temple. But the temple administrative board restricts the entry to women citing
age old tradition of Hindu God. Can they do so? Clarify.
c. Discuss Hindu concept of State.
9. a. Define Bureaucracy.
b. District commissioner and executive magistrate of a district imposes Sec. 144 of IPC
and restriction of movement of vehicles for 2 days in a week on threat by terrorist
organization, during the celebration of Ganesha Festival. Is this restriction, a
violation of right to freedom? Justify with reasons.
c. Examine the powers and functions of Cabinet Secretary.
Or
10. a. What is Independent Judiciary?
b. In a Democratic State the parliament passes a bill approving the appointment of
Judges by the Executive order. This is perceived as violation of judicial
Independence by the advocates. Can they file PIL and ask for judicial review of the
bill. Justify with Reasons.
c. Discuss the importance of Judicial Review.
*****
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II Semester B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) Examination
Aut-16
May – 2019
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Dr. Mahesh M. )

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. State the uses of study of Microeconomics.
b. Indicate the practical use of Production Possibility Curve.
c. ‘Study of law without the knowledge of economics is incomplete’.
Substantiate.
Or
2. a. Differentiate between Positive and Normative Economics.
b. Prepare a note on Macro Economics.
c. Evaluate the Scarcity Definition of economics.
3. a. What is Utility? Why it is important?
b. Why do economists sometimes offer conflicting advice to policy makers? Give
practical examples.
c. Elucidate Consumer Equilibrium with the help of indifference curve analysis.
Or
4. a. Distinguish Marginal and Equi-marginal utility.
b. A person buys an I pod for Rs 120 and gets consumer surplus of Rs.80. What is
his willingness to pay? If the price of an I pod was Rs.250, what would be the
price of his consumer surplus? Comment on the results.
c. Define Consumer Surplus. Explain its practical application.
5. a. Why does demand curve slope downward?
b. Highlight the reasons for Increasing Returns to Scale.
c. Explain Law of Demand with the help of a diagram.
Or
6. a. Distinguish between Substitute and Complementary Goods.
b. Identify the determining factors of supply.
c. Examine the law of returns and discuss their application.
7. a. What is Production Function?
b. Cost of producing flat-screen TVs has fallen over the past decade. Draw a
supply –demand diagram to show the effect of falling production cost on the
price and quantity of TVs sold. Suppose the supply of TVs is very elastic, who
benefits the most from falling production cost? Decide.
c. Discuss the relationship between TP, AP and MP with suitable example.
Or
8. a. State the importance of time element in price determination.
b. Demand for beer is more elastic than the demand for milk. Would tax on beer
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or a tax on milk have a larger deadweight loss? Give reasons.
c. What is Monopoly? Explain how price and output are determined under
monopoly market.

9. a. State the reasons for fluctuations that occur in an economy.
b. List the implications of depression on economic activities.
c. Evaluate the monetary theories of business cycle.
Or
10. a. State the difficulties in calculation of national income.
b. Bring out the relationship between under-consumption and over- investment
theory of trade cycle.
c. Examine the objectives and performance of World Bank in maintaining
international economic order.
*****
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STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. Tejaswini M.)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define Strategic Management.
b. Prepare a short note on Strategic Decisions.
c. Explain the levels at which a strategy may exist in an organization.
Or
2. a. Specify the elements of Strategic Management.
b. Distinguish Strategic Planning & Operational Planning
c. Strategic planning is necessary but not a sufficient condition for the success of
an enterprise. Analyze.

02
03
07/09/10

3. a. What is External and Internal Environment?
b. In an intense rivalry, especially one that involves competition in the global
market place, how can the firm gather competitor intelligence ethically while
maintaining its competitiveness?
c. Discuss the environmental factors that affect the business with their relative
importance.
Or
4. a. What is an Organization’s Task ENVIRONMENT?
b. Indicate the three major anticipated environmental changes that you forecast
as having a major impact on the readymade garment market in the next 5
years.
c. Explain the Strategic Alternatives along with charts.

02
03

5. a. Point out the basis of Resource Allocations.
b. Consider the case of an MNC operating in the FMCG sector; what steps should
be taken to allocate its resources to different competing divisions?
c. Explain Formulating Operations Strategy along with charts.
Or
6. a. State the meaning of Influence and Tactics.
b. Why is leadership an important element in strategy implementation?
Illustrate how a CEO implements innovative strategic in a unique way.
c. Explain McKinley’s framework in strategic implementation with chart.
7. a. Specify the barriers of Strategic Evolution.
b. Identify the key factors affecting its performance in a large retailing firm and
suggest an effective system of operational control, so that it can keep it costs
under check and show improved performance of the retailing firm.
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c. Explain the evaluation techniques for operational control.
Or

8. a. Mention the characteristics of an Effective Control System.
b. Why should a management of a company undertake periodic evaluation of
the current strategy? Justify with illustrations.
c. Explain the difference between Premise Control and Implementation Controls
with examples.
9. a. State the concept of Technology.
b. Outline the key factors behind the current rush for contract manufacturing
and outsourcing all over the globe.
c. Explain the important phases of the technology life cycle with examples.
Or
10. a. Define Technology Forecasting.
b. Highlight the need for integrating R & D to the corporate strategy.
c. Explain the following:
i. Technological Leverage
ii. Choice of Technology
iii. Technology Life Cycle.
*****
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II Semester B.B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) Examination

Aut-16
May – 2019
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
Time : 2 ½ Hrs.
(Set by Prof. Sunitha N.)
Max Marks: 60/70/75
Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Mention the features of Book-Keeping.

02

b. Differentiate between Book-Keeping and Accounting.

03

c. Outline the advantages and limitations of Accounting.

07/09/10

OR
2. a. State the meaning of Cash and Credit Transaction with
examples.

02

b. Enlist the objectives of Accounting.
c. Explain the origin and development of Accounting.
3. a. How do you classify Accounts? Give examples.
b. Journalize the following transactions in the books of P:
2018 January
1. P commenced business with cash Rs. 10, 00,000
2. Paid into bank Rs. 10,000
3. Paid rent Rs. 30,000
4. Bad debts written off Rs.200
c. Explain the Accounting Concepts.
Or
4. a. Specify the meaning of Accounting Cycle.
b. Mention the objectives of Double Entry System of Accounting.
c. Explain the features and advantages of a Journal.
5. a. Name the different types of Subsidiary Books.
b. Draw the specimen of a Sales Book.
c. Prepare a three column cash book from the following:
2018 January
1 Balance of cash in hand Rs. 4,000 and at bank Rs.16,000.
2 Paid S by cheque Rs.9,500 in full settlement of his account
for

03
07/09/10
02
03

07/09/10
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07/09/10
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07/09/10

Rs.9, 600.
4 Bought goods for cash Rs.800 and for cheque Rs.3, 000.
6 Drew cash for office use Rs.2, 500.
10 Sold goods for cash Rs.8, 000.
11 Paid Rs.9, 200 into bank.
12 Drew a cheque for personal use Rs.500.
18 Drew a cheque for salary Rs. 2,000.
Or
6. a. State the features of a Ledger.
b. Enlist the advantages of a Subsidiary Book.
c. Post the following transactions to various Ledger Accounts
A commenced business with cash
Rs.50,000
4
Purchased goods from R for Rs.700
6
Sold goods to N Rs.10,000
9
Received commission Rs.500
18 Paid salaries to office staff Rs.12,550
20 Paid into bank Rs.10000
7. a. Identify the parties to a Bill of Exchange.

02
03
07/09/10

2018 Feb 1

02

b. Draw a specimen of Bill of Exchange and list its characteristics.

03

c. Prepare a Trading and Profit and Loss Account for the year
ending
31 December 2018 of
Particulars
Rs.
Particulars
Rs.
Stock on 1-1-2018
8000 Freight
Purchases
30000 Factory rent
1600
Bad debts
1000 Office rent
Sales
60000 General
2000
Returns to
4000 expenses
4800
Suppliers
2000 Heating
1000
Returns from
10000 Discount
1400
customers
2000 allowed
600
Wages and
400 Discount
800
salaries
received
1000
Carriage on
2000 Commission (cr)
400
purchases
Insurance
12000
Carriage on sales
Closing stock
Depreciation on
machinery
Or
8. a. Identify the limitations of a Trial Balance.

07/09/10

b. Draw a specimen of Promissory Note and mention the parties

02
03

involved.
c. From the following information prepare a Balance Sheet as on
31st December 2017.
Particulars
Capital
Drawings
Land & Buildings
Bank over draft
Sundry Debtors
Bills Receivable
Investments
Closing Stock

Rs.
50000
10000
20000
4000
6000
4000
10000
12000

Particulars
Machinery
Furniture
Motor van
Cash in hand
Bills Payable
Sundry
creditors
Loans (cr)
Net profit
9. a. What do you mean by Fund Based Accounting?

07/09/10

Rs.
18000
5000
12000
2000
5000
8000
10000
22000
02

b. State the features of Income and Expenditure Account.
c. Prepare Receipts and Payments account from the following
information of a club for the year ended 31st December 2018:
Particulars
Rs
Opening Balance:
Cash in hand
2000
Cash at Bank
10000
Subscriptions
66000
Donations
5200
Investments purchased
20000
Rent paid
8000
General expenses
4200
Postage and stationery
1400
Sundry expenses
600
Closing cash balance
400
Or
10. a. Point out the characteristics of Receipts and Payments Account.

03
07/09/10

02

b. Distinguish between Receipts & Payments Account and Income
& Expenditure Account.

03

c. From the following Receipts and Payments Account for the year
ending March 31, 2017 of Senior Citizen Club, Prepare Income
and Expenditure Account.

07/09/10

Receipts and Payments account for the year ending 31
March,2017
Receipts

Amount
(Rs.)

Payments

Amount
(Rs.)

Balance b/d (Cash
and Bank)
Subscriptions
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

2,61,500 Purchase of
Furniture
Salaries
25,000 Telephone
2,00,000 expenses
15,000 Electricity charges
Postage and
Donation
20,000 stationery
Hall rent
33,000 Purchase of books
Interest on Bank
14,500 Entertainment
deposits
10,000 expenses
Entrance fees
Purchase of
government
securities
Miscellaneous
5,79,000 expenses
Balance c/d
Cash
Bank
Additional information.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Salaries outstanding-Rs.15,000
Entertainment expenses outstanding-Rs.5,000
Bank interest receivable-Rs.4,500
Subscriptions accrued-Rs.14,000
50% of entrance fees is to be capitalized
Furniture is to be depreciated @10% p.a.
*****

50,000
1,20,000
3,000
16,000
11,500
25,000
9,000
80,000
16,000
3,000
2,45,500

5,79,000
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II Sem. B.A./B.B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) & II Sem. LL.B. Examination
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CONTRACT – II
Special Contract

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. Ashwini P.)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define Bailment with appropriate illustrations.
b. A landlord and his tenant X went to a shop. The landlord said to the shopkeeper,
“Mr. X will be on our land this year, and you will sell him anything he wants, and I
will see it paid”. Does this amount to a Guarantee? Justify.
c. What is Contract of Guarantee? Distinguish it from contract of Indemnity?
Or
2. a. Enlist the rights of Indemnity Holder.
b. X engages Y, a High Court advocate to represent him in a Suit. Suit was decreed but
has not been paid with the requisite fee from X. Y wants to exercise lien over the
papers and files of his client for unpaid fee. Can he do so? Decide.
c. Define Pledge. Examine the circumstances in which a non-owner can make a valid
pledge. Refer to cases.
3. a. Give an example for Agency coupled with interest.
b. P in a foreign country appointed NC Bank to deliver a sum of money to one Q,
whose address was given. The Bank instructed its Bombay branch accordingly.
Bombay branch appointed the PN Bank which delivered the money to a wrong
person. P sues both Banks. Will he succeed? State reasons.
c. Explain the modes for Creation of Agency.
Or
4. a. Enlist the kinds of Agents.
b. An agent was appointed to sell a house. He held an auction but failed to find a
purchaser. One of the persons attending the auction obtained from him the
address of the Principal and purchased the house from him without intervention of
the agent. Whether the agent is entitled for remuneration? Give reasons.
c. Explain the different kinds of Agents’ authority. Discuss the extent of an Agent’s
authority.
5. a. When can conditions be reduced to warranty?
b. M, a doctor purchased from retailer two woolen underpants manufactured by AK
Mills. He fell ill after using it. His illness was diagnosed as dermatitis caused by a
chemical irritant which A K Mills had negligently failed to remove in the process of
manufacture. Can AK Mills be made liable? Justify.
c. Explain the concept of Caveat Emptor. State the exceptions to this rule.
Or
6. a. Bring out the significance of ‘nemo dat quod non habet’.
b. A toy dealer displayed in his shop window some plastic toy catapults. A child of six
years was attracted by them and bought one. While he was using it, it broke off
and entered his left eye resulting in removal of his eye. Examine the liability of the
Seller.
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c. Who is an Unpaid Seller? Examine his rights.
7. a. Justify the legal status of a minor in a Partnership Firm.
b. A doctor assigned the goodwill of medical practice to a purchaser but covenanted
for a period of 3 months to reside in the house from which the practice was carried
on to introduce his patients for which he would get half share of profits and would
reimburse half share of the expenses. Does it amount to Partnership? Comment.
c. ‘Although sharing of profits is an essential element of Partnerships, it is not the sole
test’. Substantiate it with non- partnership interests.
Or
8. a. Mention the circumstances under which a court can order for dissolution of the
firm.
b. R, a partner of a firm of Solicitors obtained from its client some share warrants by
falsely representing that these were required by way of collateral security for his
loan upon mortgage of his estate. He misappropriated the said share warrants and
absconded. His partners had no knowledge of the fraud. Examine the liability of the
firm with appropriate reasons.
c. Explain the procedure and consequences of registration of partnership firm. Add a
note on the effects of non-registration of partnership firms.
9. a. Who is partner by ‘holding out’?
b. State the liabilities of ‘Common Carrier’.
c. What are the qualifications for becoming a partner? Examine the requirements in
respect of Designated Partners. Add a note on the functions of Designated
Partners.
Or
10.a. State the significance of DPIN.
b. Highlight the significance of Goods Forwarding Note (GFN) under the Carriage by
Road Act, 2007.
c. Explain the registration formalities relating to LLPs. Differentiate between LLP and
Company.
*****
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MONEY AND PUBLIC FINANCE

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. M.M. Prabhuswamy)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Clarify the present status of Indian Rupee.
b. Prepare a note on Gresham’s Law.
c. Explain the role of Money in Modern Economy.
Or
2. a. Distinguish between Money and Near Money.
b. Prepare a note on Contingent functions of Money.
c. Examine the Classification of Money in an economy.

02
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07/09/10
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03
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3. a. What is Monetary Standard? Point out any two objectives of Sound Monetary
02
Standard.
b. Money is a store of value and it is also a medium of exchange. Most of the
03
people in India use cash for transactions and to store wealth. About 90% of
currency is Rs.500 and Rs.1000 notes. But the recent demonetization in India
introduced Rs.2000 instead of Rs.1000.Will it be an advantage for the economy?
Comment.
c. Evaluate the merits and demerits of the Gold Currency Standard.
07/09/10
Or
4. a. Identify the essential characteristics of Bimetallism.
02
b. S, a passenger stands in a queue to buy railway ticket to Delhi. The train ticket is
03
Rs. 460 and he gave Rs. 500 note in the ticket counter. The ticket master issued
the ticket and told him to wait for getting the change. Unfortunately, the train
to Delhi departed before he could get the change. How would you avoid such
difficulties? Suggest remedies to combat such situation.
c. Explain how J.M. Keynes theory of demand for money approach is different 07/09/10
from the classical approach to the demand for money.
5. a. Point out the procedure for the preparation of Budget.
b. Prepare a note on Fiscal Operations.
c. Analyze Keynesian view on Public Finance. Add a note on Classic Public Finance.
Or
6. a. Differentiate Absolute Taxable Capacity from Relative Taxable Capacity.
b. Prepare a note on Maximum Social Advantage.
c. Define Public Finance. Explain the similarities and differences between Public
and Private Finance.
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7. a. Clarify the term Multiple Tax System.
02
b. Z, a car owner fills the petrol in the local petrol bunk. The cost of the petrol
03
includes GST. The car owner refuses to pay GST. Advice the car owner.
c. Explain the various sources of Public Revenue.
07/09/10
Or
8. a. State the advantages of Goods and Services Tax.
02
b. X has taken franchisee of Amul milk and his annual turnover is 2 crore. He sells
03
milk and milk products as well as packed bread. Decide whether GST is
applicable for X.
c. Analyze the importance of Progressive Tax in the present tax system.
07/09/10
9. a. Mention the uses of Deficit Financing.
02
b. Prepare a note on the Management of Public Debt.
03
c. Examine the main objectives and growth of Public Expenditure in India.
07/09/10
Or
10. a. How does public expenditure reduce the income and wealth inequalities among
02
people?
b. Highlight the effects of public expenditure on the level of employment.
03
c. What is Redemption of Public Debt? Explain the methods of redemption of 07/09/10
Public Debt.
*****
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(Set by Dr. Kongalappa H.S.)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1 a.

Mention the key elements in Operations Management.

02

b.

Highlight the duties and responsibilities of Operations Manager.

03

c.

Trace the historical evolution of Operations Management.

07/09/10

Or
2 a.

What is meant by Strategic Operations Management?

02

b.

A company incurred loss for three consecutive years and it was difficult
for the company to survive. Do you think its strategy has to be reevaluated? Give reasons.

03

c.

Discuss the different methods of Demand Forecasting.

3 a.

Specify the meaning of Supply Chain Management.

02

b.

Enumerate the reasons for Economies and Diseconomies of scale.

03

c.

‘In Operations Management MNC needs to make decisions on strategic
issues’. Discuss.

07/09/10

07/09/10

Or
4 a.

State the elements of TQM.

02

b.

Identify the reasons as to why a company decides to outsource.

03

c.

Explain the internationalization of R&D in an organization.

5 a.

Mention the objectives of Aggregate Planning.

02

b.

A company had to stop its manufacturing activity as the supplier could
not deliver raw materials in time. Do you think the company would not
have faced this problem if it had planned for its resource requirements?
Give reasons.

03

c.

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of Material Requirement

07/09/10

07/09/10

Planning.
Or
6 a.

List the main elements of Resources Requirement Planning.

02

b.

Identify the costs associated with Aggregate Planning.

03

c.

Explain the computational procedure of Manufacture Resource
Planning.

7 a.

State the meaning of Line of balance.

02

b.

During weekends a super market experiences heavy rush. It does not
want its customers to be dissatisfied or leave without buying, but wants
to provide quality service to its customers. How should the super market
overcome this problem?

03

c.

Discuss the phases of a Project Life Cycle.

07/09/10

07/09/10

Or
8 a.

What are the operational strategies for services?

02

b.

Identify the need of shop floor planning and control.

03

c.

Draft and explain the project planning and control flow chart.

9 a.

Give the meaning of Inspection.

02

b.

Identify the objectives of Materials Management.

03

c.

Explain the process of Inventory Management.

07/09/10

07/09/10

Or
10 a.

What is meant by Statistical Quality Control?

02

b.

Examine the role of Purchase Manager in make or buy decisions.

03

c.

Discuss the steps involved in Purchasing Cycle.

*****
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BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. Muktha K.G.)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define Business Communication as defined by Louis A. Allen.
b. Represent one-way and two- way Communication with the help of a
diagram.
c. Mention the elements of Business Communication. Explain the
objectives.
Or
2. a. Mention the characteristics of Business Communication.
b. Sketch the patterns of communication.
c. Explicate the role of Inter- personal and Intra- personal communication.
3. a. Mention the essential components of Minutes.
b. Prepare a note on Video-Conferencing.
c. State the significance of meeting and explain the different types of
meetings.
Or
4. a. Point out the Modern Modes of Communication.
b. Write a note on Targets of Communication.
c. Explicate the stages involved in preparation of PPT.

5. a. Enlist the common Business letters.
b. Draft a Notice and Agenda of the Annual General Body Meeting of a

02
03
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02
03

Co-operative Society.
c. Draft an enquiry for the supply of different varieties of stationery
articles and reply for the above enquiry.

07/09/10

Or
6. a. Draft an Announcement in the newspaper regarding your upcoming
enterprise in your city.

02

b. Enunciate the principles of Goodwill letters and draft a letter of
condolence.

03

c. Write a note on drafting of Orders and draft a letter of Cancellation of
order.

07/09/10

7. a. What is Personal Communication?

02

b. Write a note on the CV.

03

c. Write an Application and Chronological Resume in response to the
advertisement which appeared in “The Daily” dated 15 th May, 2019
calling applications for the post of Marketing Executive, at Royal
Enclave, #222, Samuel street, Impanagar, Goa.

07/09/10

Or
8.

a. Draft a letter to your employee informing him that he has been
elevated from the post of Assistant Manager to Manager.

02

b. The Managing Director of your company has sought your advice on the
desirability of installing a mechanized accounting system in your office.
As the Secretary of the company, draft a suitable report giving your
advice.

03

c. Explicate the Ethical Perspectives involved in Business Communication.

9. a. Point out the benefits of Listening.

07/09/10

02

b. Prepare a note on Conflict Settlement.
c. Mention the techniques and skills involved in Speaking.

03
07/09/10

Or
10. a. Mention the factors affecting Negotiation.
b. Prepare a note on the significance of Social Networking Technologies in
Business Communication.
c. What is an Argument? Explain the process involved in an argument.

*****
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POLITICAL SCIENCE-IV
Local Self Government

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. Nagendra S.)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. State the meaning of Local Self Government.
b. In some states traditional authorities direct the parents of the girls to get their
girls married off at the age of 16, and they should not be allowed to clad
western attire to prevent harassment and sexual abuse, and claim that it is one
of the best means of Social Empowerment. Is it not the violation of fundamental
rights? Clarify.
c. Analyse the Contributions of the British Government towards Local Self
Government in the Pre-Independence era.
Or
2. a. Distinguish Between Local Government and Local Self Government
b. A member of Grama Sabha requested the Sarpanch to get divorce from her
husband as he is suffering from leprosy. The husband was forced to give his
consent and was exiled from the village. Can he sue against the Sarpanch?
Advice.
c. Examine the Importance of Local Self Government after the establishment of
Constitutional Government in India.
3. a. Identify the features of GramaSwaraj.
b. In a village panchayth limit, the mob tied two people on the suspicion that they
were the child lifters. Both of them sustained injuries, and if they were not
helped immediately they would have died. The police found themselves helpless
on the face of a large mob. Suggest, how the mob lynching could be prevented?
c. Discuss the basic features of Local Self Government in India.
Or
4. a. Specify the three tier system in PRIs.
b. In a Khappanchyat limits in Haryana. A member of the Khappanchyath who runs
fair price shop involves in food adulteration, creating artificial scarcity and sells
the goods in a black market. The food inspector who visited for enquiries was
thrashed by a group of people. Suggest suitable means to overcome the
problems.
c. Write an explanatory note on GramaSwaraj.
5. a. Expand CDP. When it was introduced?
b. Prepare a note on the Karnataka Panchayath Raj Act, 1993.
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c. Evaluate the Recommendations of BalavanthRoy Mehta Committee on PRIs.

Or
6. a. Enlist any four recommendations of GVK Rao Committee.
b. A mayor in a city corporation appointed two children below the age of 14 years
to water the plants in the garden at his residence. Labour inspectors failed to
take action despite repeated complaints by the social activists’. Advice.
c. ‘National Development is an illusion in the absence of Rural
Development’Analyze.
7. a. Identify the composition of Rural Local Self Government.
b. A 42 year old illiterate and orthodox woman who is the president of a Village
Panchayath was arrested for alleged supporting and attending rituals of Sati in
Rajasthan. Does it amount to dereliction of duty? Can her arrest be justified
under the abettor of Sati Act? Suggest suitable remedies.
c. ‘73rd Amendment Act is a mile stone in the history of Rural Local Self
Government’. Discuss.
Or
8. a. Expose the composition of Urban Local Self Government.
b. A village panchayat chairman was arrested for allegedly involving in honour
killing, being an under trial prisoner he is not allowed to cast his vote in the
election. His son filed a petition claiming that convicts are allowed to cast their
vote, but the same right was denied to the under trail. Justify his accusation.
c. ‘74th Amendment Act heralded a new era in the history of Urban Local Self
Government’. Analyze.

c.

9. a. State the objectives of MGNAREGA.
b. In a village where the Grama Sabha comprises 80% of upper caste and 20%
SC/ST and OBC. In selecting the beneficiaries under the various programmes
launched by the government, the member favoured their own community and
ignored the under privileged people, this lead to some sort of biased
atmosphere in the village. Advice the members to settle the dispute amicably.
c. Prepare an explanatory note on Urban Finance.
Or
10. a. Expand MUDRA.
b. Prepare a note on Ward Committee.
“Micro finance accelerates the rural economy”- Evaluate.
*****
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SOCIOLOGY – II
Indian Society

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. Poornima K.S.)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define Culture.
b. The significance of social media is gaining tremendous importance. Do you think
that this technological factor can create unity of India? Support your answers
with reasons.
c. India has been variously described as a ‘Museum of Languages’. Substantiate.
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Or
2. a. Mention the religions in India.
b. Folk dancing is an integral part of marriages and festivals in some districts. During
election, the Commissioner announces total ban on folk dances. Examine
whether the ban is appropriate.
c. Explain the unity and diversity factors of the Indian Society.
3. a. Point out the theory of Animism.
b. Husband and wife were living in a joint family setup for a period of 5 years. Wife
insisted the husband to go out of the joint family and live independently, by
highlighting the advantages of modern family whereas, the husband insisted that
the joint family too can secure privacy and security of the family members –
Substantiate their arguments.
c. Describe the theories of Caste System in India.
Or
4. a. Specify the term Ethnocentrism.
b. Encouraging inter-caste marriages is the only solution to eradicate the evils of
Caste System in India. Do you agree with this concept? Justify.
c. Describe the factors responsible for disintegration of Joint Family.
5. a. Identify the Tribal Panchasheela measures in India.
b. It is presumed that three classes of people in the society are exploiting all the
resources of the country, thereby widening the division between the Haves and
Have not’s. Illustrate supporting your statement.
c. Distinguish between the Caste and Class System in India.
Or
6. a. Mention the Tribal Zones of India.
b. A Kartha of a joint family dies leaving three sons. The youngest son pledges the
ancestral property for borrowing loan. Justify whether the mortgage is binding on
the family.
c. What is Backward Classes Movement? Discuss the main goals and nature of
Backward Classes Movement.
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7. a. State the meaning of Sanskritization.
b. A college made wearing of western suits compulsory for the students. Some of
the students protested against the management demanding their liberty to wear
ethnic dress. The college cancelled their studentship. Advice the aggrieved
students.
c. Explain the impact and contribution of Western Culture to Indian Culture.
Or
8. a. Mention the positive impact of British Culture on Indian Society.
b. A temple passed a rule that the visitors should not wear western dress. Those
who are not adhering to the dress code are restricted from entering to the
temple. Analyse the social implication of such rules.
c. Explain the impact of Science & Technology and Law on social changes.
9. a. Specify the Sociological Problems in India.
b. An abandoned girl child was found near sub urban city bus stand. Mention the
necessary measures to be taken by a responsible citizen for the protection of the
child.
c. Explain the causes for terrorism and the measures to control it.
Or
10. a. Point out the problems of Slums.
b. Recently 39 hard core Naxalites surrendered before a police officer in Madhya
Pradesh. Do you think this is a welcome a gesture? Justify.
c. Explain the levels of Corruption and specify the measures to eradicate
Corruption.
*****
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(Set by Dr. S. Nataraju)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Identify the major features of Federalism.
b. The State law relating to levy of tax on certain commodities is inconsistent with
the law of the Union, but the subject on which State enacted law is within the
concurrent list. It was challenged on the grounds of repugnancy between Centre
and State laws. Decide by referring to Constitutional parameters followed in
resolving the issue.
c. Discuss the extent to which the freedom of trade and commerce is guaranteed
under the Constitution.
Or
2. a. Point out the major recommendations of the Sarkaria Commission.
b. The legislature of a State empowers the authority to regulate on charitable and
religious trusts situated within the territory and any part of the trust property,
either small or large if it is situated in another State but the trust has
administrative control over it. The trust challenged the legislation on the grounds
of extra-territorial operation of law. Decide with reasons.
c. State the principles followed while ascertaining the jurisdictions of Parliament
and the State legislatures in distribution of law making power between them.
Refer to cases.
3. a. Specify the privileges of the legislature guaranteed by the Constitution.
b. A Minister was convicted by a court on the grounds of corruption for a period of
3 years, but after completion of 16 months of imprisonment, his sentence was
remitted by the Governor in exercise of power under Article 161, but it did not
affect his conviction tenure. He submitted nomination to contest in the
parliamentary election. His candidature was questioned by an opponent
candidate that, he is not qualified to contest the election. Decide with reasons.
c. Describe the Constitutional position, powers and functions of the President. Add
a note on its impact after the 44th Constitutional Amendment.
Or
4. a. State the principles of Collective Responsibility.
b. The editor of a news paper was summoned by the Speaker for contempt of
House and breach of privilege of the Legislative Assembly. He had published
those parts of speech of the MLA which was censored and resulted in his
expulsion from the proceedings of the Assembly. The editor challenges that, the
House had no privilege to prohibit the publication of the publicly seen
proceedings that took place in the House. Will he succeed? Decide with reasons.
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c. ‘The normal rule is that the Governor acts on the aid and advice of the Council of
Ministers and not independently or contrary to it.’ State the exceptions to this
rule where the Governor is required to exercise his functions in his discretion.

07/09/10

5. a. Distinguish between Money Bill and Financial Bill.
b. The resolutions passed by the Bar Council and Advocates’ Association against the
Chief Justice of the High Court, alleging bad conduct and pressurizing the judge to
resign from his office. It was challenged by the petitioner on the grounds of its
legality. Is it constitutionally admissible? Decide with reasons.
c. Analyze the extent to which the independency of Judiciary is guaranteed under
the Constitution by referring to leading cases.
Or
6. a. Mention the kinds of Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
b. A Money Bill passed in the Loksabha has been sent to Rajyasabha for its
suggestions. The Rajyasabha suggested certain changes in the Bill however; it
was ignored by the Loksabha. State if there is any lapse found on the part of
Loksabha in the instant situation? State the reasons.
c. Describe the functions of the Parliament with special reference to stages
involved in law making process.
7. a. State the limitations on the application of the Doctrine of Pleasure.
b. A military truck, while carrying a football team of jawans, caused an accident in
which X, a pedestrian died in the accident. His wife has sued the Central
Government for compensation, but the Government denied their liability on the
grounds of sovereign functions of the State. Decide with reasons.
c. Discuss the extent to which constitutional safeguards are available to civil
servants. Refer to cases.
Or
8. a. Enumerate the functions of Election Commission.
b. The Director General of Police entered into a contract with a private cloth
merchant for the supply of uniforms to the police personnel. The contract was
cancelled due to non-compliance with Article 299 (2) of the Constitution. The
merchant claims for the money to the extent of stocks supplied by them.
Examine the liability of the Government for contract with a private person and
suggest remedies available to the aggrieved party.
c. ‘The liability of the State for the tortious act of its servants based on the concept
of sovereign and non-sovereign functions has been diluted by the Supreme
Court steadily’. Justify this statement by referring landmark judgments.
9. a. State the objectives of 73rd Constitutional Amendment.
b. A State assembly was dismissed by the Centre by invoking Article 356 on the
basis that the Government has lost its majority. However, it fails to provide an
opportunity to the CM to prove his majority on the floor of the House. The
decision of the Centre was challenged by the CM, as it was unconstitutional and a
mala fide action. Comment on the validity of the decision of the Union
Government by referring to judicial guidelines for imposing Presidential Rule in
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the States.
c. Explain the procedure followed in amending the Constitution. Add a note on the
limitations of the power of the Parliament in amending the Constitution.
Or

10. a. State the importance of Official Language.
b. The interpretation given in Golaknath case i.e. “an amendment under Article 368
is a ‘Law’ within the meaning of Article 13(2) and therefore if it, violates any
fundamental rights it may declared as void”. This dictum has been refined in
Keshvananda Bharathi case by overruling the earlier version. Substantiate your
answer by referring to:
i. The major principle evolved in Golaknath case and amendments
introduced.
ii. The core principles evolved in Keshavananda Bharathi case and its
subsequent development in amending procedure.
c. Critically evaluate how far the 73rd and 74th Constitutional amendments have
changed the working nature and efficiency of Local Self Governmental
Institutions in India.
*****
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define Statistics.
b. Draw less than O give curve for the following data.
Class
18-20 20-22 22-24 24-26 26-28
Interval
Frequency
10
35
140
300
370

02
03
28-30

30-32

32-34

320

200

75

c. Describe the different methods of collecting data indicating their merits and demerits.
Or
2. a. State the limitations of Statistics.
b. What are the requisites of a Good Table?
c. Discuss the application of statistics in Business and Management Decisions.
3. a. Name the important measures of central tendency which are generally used in Business.
b. Calculate Median from the following data pertaining to the profit of 125 companies.
Profit(Rs. Crores)
No. of Companies

<10
4

<20
16

<30
40

<40
76

<50
96

<60
112

c. Calculate Mean, Median and Mode for the following data:
Class Interval 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60
Frequency
70
50
48
24
162
132
Or
4. a. Mention the requisites of a good Average.
b. Calculate Harmonic Mean for the following:
X:

3834 382

63

8

0.4

0.03

0.009

<70
120

No. of
employees

100 110

10

02
03

07/09/10
60-70
14

70-80
50
02
03

0.005
07/09/10

110 120

120 130

130 140

140 150

150 160

160 170

180 190

190 200

18

25

55

40

38

30

26

12

5. a. Specify the meaning of the term Dispersion.
b. Find quartile deviation for the following data:

02
03
07/09/10

<80
125

c. Find Mode from the following data by using Grouping method:
Wages

07/09/10

02
03

X:

22

16

14

30

18

11

35

41

12

32

c. From the following data of two Batsmen V and R who scored runs in 10 innings find out:
Who is a better run getter?
Who is a consistent Batsman?
V
R

07/09/10

72 52 68 48 56 76 60 80 44 54
66 65 52 54 75 60 69 59 52 58
Or

6. a. State the merits of Range.
b. Arithmetic mean and standard deviation of two factories are given below:
Particulars
Factory (A)
Factory (B)
No. of employees
50
100
Average Wages per employee
1200
850
Variance
81
256

02
03

Which factory has greater variance in the distribution of wages per employee?
c. Calculate Karl Pearson’s co-efficient of Skewness from the following data:
Marks
No. of
students

<10

<20

<30

<40

<50

<60

<70

<80

<90

<100

2

4

7

13

24

38

68

84

95

100

7. a. What is Correlation?
b. Find Spearman’s Rank Correlation co-efficient for the following data:
X
180
178
175
175 168
167
160
159
Y
112
113
114
114 114
116
115
117
c. From the following data calculate Karl Pearson’s Co-efficient of Correlation:
X
Y
70-80
80-90
90-100
100-110
110-120
120-130
130-140

2
3
2
10
-

8-10

10-12

12-14

14-16

16-18

1
1
2
2
1
1
10

10
1
1
3
2
3
1

10
1
2
3
3
3

2
3
4

10
1
2

07/09/10
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Or

8. a. Find Co-efficient of Correlation if bxy=-0.2 and byx=-0.8.

02

b. Trace out the Utility of Correlation.
c. The following table gives the aptitude scores and productivity indices of 10 workers
selected at random:
Aptitude
scores
Productivity
index
Estimate: 1.
2.

60

62

65

70

72

48

53

73

65

82

68

60

62

80

85

40

52

62

60

81

03
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The productivity index of a worker whose test score is 92
The test score of a worker whose productivity index is 75.

9. a. Point the uses of Index Numbers.
b. Calculate cost of living index for the following data:
Expenses on:
2013(Po)
2014 (P1)
Weights (W)
Food
8,000
10,000
30
Rent
5,000
6,500
25
Clothing
2,300
2,900
15
Education
1,800
2,300
10
Miscellaneous
2,200
2,200
20
c. Calculate Laspeyer’s, Paasche’s and Fisher’s Ideal Index Numbers from the following data:
2017
Commodity
A
B
C
D
E

Price
4
6
10
3
5

2017 Rs.
290
310
30
25
36
370

07/09/10

2018

Quantity
10
8
5
12
7
Or

Price
5
7
12
4
5

10.a. What do you mean by TRT and FRT?
b. Compute price index by simple average of price relative’s method.
Commodities
Butter
Cheese
Milk
Bread
Ghee
Eggs

02
03

2018 Rs.
320
325
32
28
48
410

Quantity
12
10
4
15
8
02
03

c. Calculate Fisher’s Ideal Index from the following data and prove that it satisfies both Time
Reversal Test and Factor Reversal Test.
Commodity
A
B
C
D
E

2017
Price
Quantity
8
10
10
12
5
8
4
14
20
5
*****

2018
Price
Quantity
10
12
12
8
5
10
3
20
25
6
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. State the important areas of Financial Decision.
b. Prepare a note on Organization of Finance Department.
c. Critically explain the two main objectives of Financial Management.

02
03
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Or
2. a. Mention the scope of financial management under traditional approach.
b. Point out the importance of financial management to corporate legal officers.
c. Discuss the role of Financial Manager in an organization.

3. a. What are the assumptions of Cost of Capital?
b. Distinguish between Explicit and Implicit Cost.
c. X ltd. has the following capital structure.

02
03
07/09/10

02
03
07/09/10

Equity shares Rs.40,00,000 (20,000shares)
10% Preference shares of Rs.10,00,000
14% debentures of Rs. 30,00,000
The shares of the company sell at Rs.20/share. It is expected that it will grow @
7%. Assume 50% tax rate. You are required to compute:
1. WACC based on existing capital structure.
2. New WACC if the company raises an additional Rs.20, 00,000 debt by 15%
debentures. This would result in increasing the expected dividend to Rs.3
and growth rate unchanged. But the price of the share will fall to
Rs.15/share.
Or
4. a. ABC ltd. issued 12% debentures of Rs.500 each for which the expenses of issue

02

would be 3%. The company’s tax rate is 35%. Calculate cost of debt.
b. Highlight the importance of Cost of Capital.

03

c. Explain the classification of Cost of Capital.

07/09/10

5. a. Mention the tools of Financial Analysis.

02

b. From the following information of G ltd. Compute trend percentage using 2016 as
the base year:

c.

Particulars

2016 (Rs.)

2017 (Rs.)

2018 (Rs.)

Share capital

10,00,000

12,50,000

15,00,000

Reserves

5,00,000

7,50,000

7,50,000

Secured Loans

10,00,000

5,00,000

2,50,000

Trade creditors

15,00,000

20,00,000

10,00,000

Building

10,00,000

12,50,000

15,00,000

Plant & Machinery

10,00,000

12,50,000

5,00,000

Stock

12,50,000

12,50,000

7,50,000

Sundry Debtors

4,50,000

5,00,000

4,00,000

Cash

3,00,000

2,50,000

3,50,000

From the following details prepare an Income statement and compute
Profitability Ratios:
Rs.
Opening stock of finished goods

1,00,000

Opening stock of Raw materials

50,000

Purchase of raw materials

3,00,000

Direct wages

2,00,000

Sales
Closing stock of raw materials

10,00,000
2,50,000

03

07/09/10

Profit on sale of shares

50,000

Management expenses

1,00,000

Selling and distribution expenses

50,000

Loss on sale of plant

55,000

Interest on debentures

10,000
Or

6. a. What do you mean by Ratio Analysis?

02

b. Enlist the limitations of Financial Analysis.

03

c. Following is the Balance sheet of N ltd. as on 31st March 2018.
Liabilities

Amount

Assets

07/09/10
Amount

(Rs.)

(Rs.)

Equity share capital

4,00,000 Goodwill

2,00,000

Reserve fund

2,80,000 Land &Building

4,00,000

Debentures

3,00,000 Plant & Machinery

3,50,000

Mortgage loan

2,58,000 Patents

50,000

Sundry creditors

70,000 Sundry debtors

80,000

Bills payable

35,000 Bills receivable

90,000

Bank over draft

60,000 Marketable securities

20,000

Outstanding expenses

15,000 Cash

45,000

Tax liabilities

20,000 Prepaid expenses
Stock

3,000
2,00,000

14,38,000

14,38,000

Calculate:
1. Current ratio

2. Liquid ratio

4. Creditors turnover Ratio

3. Debtors Turnover Ratio

5. Stock turnover Ratio.

Additional information:
Sales- Rs.6,00,000
Purchases – Rs.4,05,000
Opening debtors and Bills receivable-Rs.1,50,000
Opening creditors and Bills payable-Rs.1,00,000
Opening stock-Rs. 2,00,000
7. a. Name the forms of Capital Structure.

02

b. Highlight the assumptions underlying Net Income Approach.
c. Explain the factors that influence the dividend policy of a company.

03
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Or
8. a.

Specify the meaning of Stock Split.

02

b.

A company wants to set up a new factory at an investment of Rs. 25, 00,000. The
new factory is expected to yield EBIT of Rs. 5,00,000. For maximizing its EPS it is
considering the following alternate proposals.

03

1. 10% debt of Rs.5,00,000
2. 15% debt of Rs.7,50,000
3. 20% debt of Rs. 10,00,000
The remaining amount in each proposal is collected through equity shares
of Rs.100 each. The company’s tax rate is 35%. Which proposal do you
recommend?
c.

Discuss the principles governing Capital Structure.

07/09/10

9. a.

Mention the aspects of Working Capital Management.

02

b.

Write a note on Perpetual Inventory System.

03

c.

Describe the basic problems in Cash Management.

07/09/10

Or
10. a.

State the reasons for Holding Cash.

02

b.

How does ABC analysis in inventory control work?

03

c.

Explain the determinants of Working Capital.

07/09/10
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define the term Sports.
b. Write a note on classification of sports.

c. Critically explain the historical development of Olympic Games.
Or
2. a. Expand WADA and NADA.
b. State the composition of International Court of Arbitration.
c. Discuss the role of State and Sports Law.
3. a. Point out the purpose of the Olympic Charter.
b. N in order to enhance his physical capacity (to gain 6 packs) consumed anabolic

c.

4. a.
b.

c.

steroids which resulted in enhancing his physical capacity. He participated in the
weightlifting competition and won gold medal. He was caught by the Anti-doping
agencies and a case was booked. Discuss.
Critically examine the role of International Disciplinary Procedures in sports dispute
resolution.
Or
What is ‘Whereabouts requirements’? When it can be issued by the authorities?
A was expelled from a match by the sports referee as he was playing football in a
dangerous manner. But A contended that the referee did not have power to expel.
Examine.
Explain the powers and functions of International Olympic Committee.

5. a. Point out the objectives of the Prevention of Sports Fraud Bill, 2013.
b. ABC channel receives a notice from Prasara Bharathi (Government Agency regulating

c.
6. a.
b.

c.

the Telecommunication) that, ABC channel should share the IPL Cricket game signals
compulsorily with Prasara Bharathi. Examine the validity of the notice.
Critically examine the Sport Development Bill, 2013.
Or
State the objectives of IOA.
F, a chairman of national sports misused his position and involved in corruption
practices. M, a public spirited person who wants to file a case against F approaches
you. Advice.
Examine the role of Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports in the development of Sports
in India.

7. a. Specify the term Sports Injuries.
b. Z, a Silver medal winner of Olympic raised an objection that, the Gold medal winner Y

02
03
09
02
03
09
02
03

09

02
03

09
02
03

09
02
03

09

02
03

was not a female. The committee found that Y was having more physical structure of
men and suspended Y from the participating in the Olympics. Examine the decision.
c. Critically examine the myth and facts surrounding women and sports.

09

Or
8. a. Specify the types of Sports Contracts.
b. D, a captain of the Indian Cricket team wants to import a car worth 2.7 Crore. He

wants to claim an exemption from the import tax. Advice him on the feasibility.
c. Examine the challenges faced by sportswomen in India.
9. a. What is Betting?
b. During the final FIFA World cup R, a player was injured by a group of spectators as the

c.
10.a.
b.

c.

referee had given a wrong decision. It was contested that the organizer didn’t have
sufficient security officials to protect the players. Examine the liability of the
organizer.
Critically examine the civil and criminal liability in Sports.
Or
Mention the principles of liability which imposes duty on the organizer of the game.
Z, a boxer bit off a part of the ear of Y during the match to win. Examine the
liability of Z.
Critically analyze the law relating to Betting and add a note on legalization of betting
in India.
*****
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Specify the objective of Psychoanalytical Theory?
b. Present day trend is that some group of individuals especially friends indulge in

02
03

swindling of money, valuables and documents in the pretext of conducting Income
Tax raids. Analyze the above facts under Aristotle’s idea of crime causation.
c. Discuss the relevance of mental disorders and criminality under Indian law.

07/09/10

Or
2. a. Mention the Schools of Criminology.

02

b. Upset over his parent’s reprimanding him against playing popular game, a teenager

03

allegedly committed suicide during his board examinations. A few months back he
downloaded the game on his mother’s phone and spent majority of his time playing
the game, ever since, he got addicted to the game. How far Psychological factor can
be attributable for his behavior? Comment.
c. Explain Sheldon’s views on criminality.

07/09/10

3. a. Clarify the term ‘Cultural lag’.

02

b. Zolo is an indigenous peasant community living in remote hilly areas well known for

03

their ‘we attitude’ but recently they were relocated to nearby town for better
standard of living. In due course, they developed the taste of luxurious life and
developed highly selfish tendencies and indulged in criminal activities for their
economic needs. Identify the relevant factors for their deviant behavior.
c. Critically analyze Sutherland’s Theory of Differential Association.

07/09/10

Or
4. a. State the concept underlying Multiple Factor Approach.
b. K, a drug addict teenager always lives in isolation, has contact with secret link for

supply of drugs. People like him are many in the society, who goes unnoticed either

02
03

by State agencies or even society. Cite the relevant adaptation derived by Robert K
Merton.
c. Define Social Disorganization? Examine the Social Disorganization Theory under Indian

07/09/10

scenario.

5. a. Illustrate tribal norms and criminality.

02

b. X, a school going girl, was impregnated out of gang rape. Soon after child birth, she

03

committed suicide along with the child, for the guilt of giving birth to an illegitimate
child. Identify the type of mental disorder undergone by X.
c. Examine Eysenck’s Biosocial Theory of Crime.

07/09/10

Or

6. a. Define Cultural Transmission.

02

b. A study reveals that T, a juvenile was the only son to his parents and used to spend

03

time alone in his house after returning from school until his parents return from work
(ever since his early childhood). In due course, he started exhibiting delinquent
behavior. Specify the suitable Psychological theories of crime in this case and the
name for such delinquency.
c. Define Psychopathy. Analyze the characteristics and general idea on Psychopathy.

7. a. Specify the major kinds of Juvenile Delinquency.
b. N, a famous business man and fugitive offender’s bail application was rejected for the

07/09/10

03
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second time on the ground of ‘substantial risk’ that the prime accused would attempt
to interfere with witness and evidence. State agencies reveal that, in fact, N had
threatened to kill the witness J over phone, also offered Rs. 20 lakhs to provide false
statement. Point out the relevant problems encountered in investigation of crime.
c. Critically examine the legal and ethical issues of Narco analysis as a modern scientific

method of investigation.
Or
8. a. What is Recidivism?

02
03

b. As per Global Cyber Security Index released by UN Telecommunication Agency, India

07/09/10

rd

has been ranked 23 among 165 countries showcasing India’s commitment to cyber
security in tackling cyber crime. Analyse the role of computer and information
technology in preventing and controlling crime in general and cyber crime in specific.
c. Discuss the essentials of an Ideal Penal System.

9. a. Enlist the pioneers in Victimology.

02

b. M, a labourer met with a road accident and was hospitalized for months for

03

treatment. Moreover, M was harassed to overstay in the hospital for his treatment.
Bring out various impacts of victimization.
c. Define Victim. Explain the types of Victims with illustration.

07/09/10

Or
10. a. State the recommendations of Justice Malimath Committee.
b. People were demonstrating peaceful protest for separate statehood in Malhad.

02
03

However, the police took them in a bus and stranded them in a remote area without
producing before magistrate. Moreover, in order to disperse the rally, the police
started firing and illegally detained them. Is there any remedy available for the
rallyists? Advice.
c. Examine the Victim Compensation Scheme under the Code of Criminal Procedure,

1973.

*****
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Distinguish between Company and HUF.
b. The MOA and AOA of XYZ Company delivered to the ROC for registration on 6 th
Jan, 2018. On 8th Jan, 2018 the ROC issued the certificate of incorporation but
dated it 6th Jan, 2018. On the very day, the company made allotment of its shares.
The allotment is challenged on the ground that it was made before the actual
issue of the certificate of incorporation. Decide the validity of the allotment of
shares with reasons.
c. “A company is a legal person distinct from its members taken individually or
collectively” – Comment. Are there any circumstances in which the law would
disregard the legal personality of a company? Discuss.
Or
2. a. What is a Foreign Company?
b. P an entrepreneur wants to do a business alone. Suggest the options available to
him.
c. Define Promoter. Discuss the duties and liabilities of Promoter.
3. a. Distinguish between Doctrine of Constructive Notice and Indoor Management.
b. Majority of shareholders of the company passed special resolution to alter its
Articles and give the directors a power to require any shareholder who competed
with the company’s business to transfer his shares. X, a shareholder carries on a
competing business challenges the validity of the alteration. Decide.
c. Define Memorandum of Association. Explain the procedure for alteration of
MOA.
Or
4. a. Differentiate between Managing Director and Whole Time Director.
b. A company is having a net worth of 250 crores, turnover of 500 crores and annual
profit of 3 crores during the financial years 2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18.
Advice the company on the need for establishing CSR committee under the
Companies Act, 2013.
c. Define Prospectus. Elaborate the liabilities for mis-statement in prospectus.
5. a. State the qualifications to become a member of the company.
b. Creditors of ABC Company owe a sum of Rs. 50 lakh; serve notice on the ABC
company demanding the company to pay the amount due. But the company fails
to pay. State the remedies available to the creditors.
c. Discuss the kinds of shares which a company may issue and distinguish between
Shares and Debentures.
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03
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07/09/10
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03

07/09/10
02
03

07/09/10

Or

6. a. Mention the circumstances for compulsory winding up of the company.
b. XYZ Company wants to alter the share capital of the company. Advice the
company on the procedure for alteration.
c. Discuss the rights and privileges of shareholders.
7. a. List out the powers of ROC.
b. P is held guilty under the provisions of the SEBI Act, 1992. He wants to challenge
the order passed by the adjudicating officer. Advice P on:
i. Can the order be challenged?
ii. State the limitation period for the same.
iii. Name the forum to where the appeal lies.
c. Enumerate the power to make rules under the SEBI Act, 1992.
Or
8. a. State the composition of SEBI under the SEBI Act, 1992.
b. ABC, a listed Company wants to appoint members for the Board of Directors to
ensure Corporate Governance. Advice the Company.
c. Discuss the powers and functions of Central Government / SEBI under the
Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956.
9. a. Distinguish between FERA and FEMA.
b. Prepare a note on Person Resident in India.
c. Explain the various modes of corporate restructuring with special reference to
Merger and Acquisition of Company.
Or
10. a. Define Foreign Security.
b. B contravenes the provisions of the FEMA, 1999. Penalty is imposed under
section 13. But he fails to make payment. State the consequences of such failure
to make payment.
c. Explain the procedure for enforcement of the order of Adjudicating Authority
under the FEMA Act, 1999.

*****
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. State how contract of insurance is a contract of indemnity.
b. Highlight the facts which need not be disclosed.
c. Elucidate the general principles of contract of insurance with illustrations.

02
03
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Or
2. a. How contract of insurance is classified according to the nature of the event?
b. State the powers and functions of IRDA.
c. Describe the development of insurance in India.

02
03
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3. a. What is the scope of risk?
b. Can P take a life insurance policy on the life of his granddaughter? If so give
valid reasons.
c. Explain the assignment of life insurance by stating the difference between
Assignment and Nomination.
Or
4. a. State the reliefs available against forfeiture of the insurance policy.
b. X entered into a life insurance contract with ABC insurance company in the
year 2014. X negligently misstated his age as 30 years though in fact he was
33 years at that time. This fact was brought to the notice of insurer in 2016
and in spite of that the insurers accepted the premiums for two subsequent
years. Later, the insurer demanded a higher rate of premium and also the
difference of premiums accumulated to date at the revised rate. Decide.
c. Examine the nature and scope of Life Insurance contract.
5. a. Distinguish between representation and warranties.
b. A owned a house and insured it against fire with XYZ insurance company.
Later, he sold his house to B. In due course fire broke out and destroyed the
house. B claims insurance amount from XYZ insurance company. Advice B.
c. Explain the Doctrine of Subrogation and Contribution.
Or
6. a. What is Reinsurance?
b. X takes a fire insurance policy on a cargo of cotton. Y, a friend of X lit a
cigarette and threw the match stick on the cargo as a result the cargo got
burnt. Can X claim the insurance amount? Give reasons.
c. Elucidate the Insurable Interest in Fire Insurance contract.
7. a. Define Marine Adventure.
b. The ventilators of a ship were closed to prevent the entry of sea water and
rain coming in during heavy weather and this closing of the ventilators
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07/09/10
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03

damaged the rice due to excessive heat. Does it amount to perils of the sea?
Decide citing cases.
c. Explain the classification and types of Marine Policy.

Or
8. a. What is Constructive Total Loss?
b. A ship was insured from Mumbai to London. It had to sail through a river and
there from undertake a sea voyage. The river was spanned by low bridges and
so the ship had to remove its masts and then had to stop again at a particular
place to fit the masts to make them fit for the sea voyage. After fitting the
masts the ship proceeded with the sea voyage and en route was lost. The
insurance company contended that as there was delay they are not liable and
hence repudiated the claim. Decide.
c. Examine the concept of Voyage Deviation.
9. a. Who can claim relief under Public Liability Insurance?
b. An insured bus (third party insurance) was moving at a high speed and
suddenly took a right turn and dashed a motorcycle dragging the motor cycle
to a distance of 100 yards then it dashed against a tree and stopped after
falling into a ditch. Whether the insurance company is liable? Cite cases.
c. Discuss the importance of Third Party Insurance.
Or
10. a. Mention the significance of Livestock Insurance.
b. The insurer appointed surveyor to assess the loss with respect to a motor
vehicle accident. After assessing the loss the surveyor submitted the report to
the insurer which was not accepted. Whether the insurer is free to appoint
second surveyor? Decide.
c. Explain the powers, functions and procedures of the Claims Tribunal.
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Distinguish between Traditional and Modern Banking.
b. ABC Company wants to start Banking business within the city. Advise the

02
03

company as to the most important procedure to be followed as per the BR Act,
1949.
c. Discuss the important phases of evolution of British banking.

07/09/10

Or
2. a. Define the term ‘Bank’.
b. A team of officials from the RBI visited a few branches of QRS Bank Ltd., for

02
03

inspection. They noticed that there were inconsistent reports being prepared
pertaining to the loans and advances. What action can be taken by the RBI on
the bank?
c. Describe the role of RBI as the Apex bank of India.

07/09/10

3. a. What is a ‘Current Account’?
b. A man approaches you to open a Savings bank account in the name of his two

02
03

c.

4. a.
b.

c.
5. a.
b.

c.

minor daughters aged 8 years and 5 years respectively as their father and
guardian. How will you deal with this situation as a banker?
Define a ‘Banker’. Elaborate on the general relationship between a banker and a
customer.
Or
Mention the significance of KYC norms.
X has a credit balance in his Current account with Sound Bank Limited, upon
which he has given Y the authority to draw cheques. After sometime, the bank
comes to know that X is incapacitated by temporary mental derangement from
managing his affairs and at intervals is in a lunatic asylum. Has Y still power to
operate on the account? Give reasons.
Examine the precautionary measures to be taken by a banker while opening the
account of Special types of customers. Give illustrations.
Point out any two differences between Negotiation and Assignment.
State the dates on which the following bills fall due for payment: (1) Bill of
Exchange dated 30th November, 2018, payable three months after date. (2) Bill
of Exchange dated 15th January, 2019 payable 45 days after date.
“The legal position of a Holder in due course is much secured than that of a
Holder”. Substantiate.
Or

07/09/10
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03

07/09/10
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03
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6. a. What are ‘Bills in Sets’?
b. V, a customer deposits a cheque for collection at PQR Bank. The paying banker

dishonored the cheque reasoning material alteration not authorized. Analyze
the liability of the paying banker in this case.
c. Explain the provisions of the NI Act, pertaining to the different modes of
discharge of liability on negotiable instruments.
7. a. State the recent amendment made to the NI Act.
b. A cheque for rupees 25,000/- drawn by your customer is presented for payment

c.

8. a.
b.

c.

at the counter by a third party when the balance in the customer’s account is
only 20,000/-. The customer has a fixed deposit of 50,000/- in the same bank.
How will you act in this case? Give reasons.
Critically analyze the role of Banking Ombudsman in resolving the customer’s
grievances.
Or
Point out the advantages of ATM banking.
P, a customer has a debit card and he operates the account only on internet
banking. He observed huge drawings from his account when he gets an SMS on
his mobile from the bank. He brought this to the notice of the bank. State the
liability of the banker.
Critically examine whether the Securitization Act, supplements the Recovery of
Debts due to Banks and other Financial Institutions Act.

9. a. Specify the meaning of ‘Cash Reserve’.
b. B wants to avail a loan to carry on his business. The documents and records are

c.
10. a.
b.

c.

submitted along with the filled-in application to the bank for the same. What is
the criterion of the bank for the sanction of the loan?
Explain the different principles and forms of Loans and Advances.
Or
Indicate the meaning of ‘Discounting of Bills’.
S availed a Housing loan under the Central Government Scheme. The account
became an NPA and the banker invokes an action under the SARFAESI Act. S
challenged stating various rights given in the Constitution. Will the bank succeed
in the recovery of the said loan? Give reasons.
Appreciate the role of banks in the Recovery of Advances.
*****
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Mention the types of Farming.
b. X, a landlord, aggrieved of the land reforms brought by The Karnataka Land Reforms
Act, challenges its constitutional validity before the higher judiciary. Can he succeed?
Decide.
c. Discuss the initiatives taken by the Government of India through its policies and
programmes, addressing agriculture and rural development.
Or
2. a. Bring out the impacts of Green Revolution.
b. KNFU, a farmers union wants to carry on agitation (through Gandhian ideology)
against liberalization, levy policy and anti-government policy on agricultural prices
and so on. Suggest appropriate method of agitation for KNFU in the light of farmers’
movement with reasons.
c. Elaborate on abolition of Zamindari system and Agrarian reforms in India.

02
03

3. a. State the objectives of the Karnataka Agricultural Pests and Diseases Act, 1968.
b. The Government proposed developmental project to raise National Thermal Power
Project near Yamuna river (covering 500 ha) for solving nation’s acute shortage of
electricity and also drinking water provision to nearly 450 villages. The project would
result in displacement of millions of adhivasis’ living in that vicinity. An NGO,
petitioner challenges the implementation of the developmental project. Decide with
reasons.
c. Write an elaborate note on the Food Security Act, 2013.
Or
4. a. Define Forest Dwelling Schedule Tribes.
b. X, an agricultural village in the State of Karnataka is infected with plant disease due
to parasitic attack, following which the State Government declares X village as
notified area for two years under the Karnataka Agricultural Pests and Diseases Act,
1968. However, the occupier does not cooperate to the notification. Decide the
liabilities of the occupier.
c. State the objectives of the Forest Rights Act, 2006. Critically analyze the legislative
background of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers
(Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006.

02
03

5. a. State the significance of the Plant Quarantine Order, 2003.
b. M is a farmer who has been traditionally cultivating a wild relative of a variety
through his common knowledge. Is he entitled to get protection under the
Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers’ Right Act, 2001? Advice.
c. Critically analyze the protection available to agriculture in view of the Geographical

02
03

09

02
03

09

09
02
03

09

09

Indications Act, 1999. Cite illustrations.
Or

6. a. Define ‘Farmers’ Rights’ under the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers’ Rights
Act, 2001.
b. Currently GI holders of Basmati in India are available only to basmati grown in
Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, parts of Uttar Pradesh and
Jammu and Kashmir. Madhya Pradesh contends that there are records of basmati
being grown even during Mughul emperor Akbar’s time in the Malwah region of
Madhya Pradesh which is mentioned in 16th century Persian scriptures. However, the
GI authorities denied the GI tag to the aromatic rice grown in Madhya Pradesh.
Decide with reasons.
c. Examine how the Fertilizer Control Order, 1985 aims at ensuring the availability of
right quality and adequate quantity of fertilizer, at the right time at a fair price to the
farmers in all parts of the country.
7. a. Mention the general classification of Agricultural Cooperative Credit Institutions in
India.
b. Bad loans in the agriculture sector has touched Rs. 1 lakh crore mark as the
distressed farming community had failed to get reasonable prices for the produce
and also involved in various agitations including farmer suicides. On the other hand,
banks including central banks are wary lending to the agriculture sector in the wake
of rising loan waivers. Suggest suitable solution to overcome the problem of bad
loans and loan waivers.
c. Examine the defects in agricultural marketing in India and government measures to
improve the system of agricultural marketing.
Or
8. a. Clarify the term ‘Contract Farming’.
b. Through Direct Cash Transfer (DCT) method, farmers get support from both by
central government and state government as opposed to subsidized supply of
fertilizer and electricity or purchase of produce at above market prices. Some States
have started using DCT method to benefit farmers, especially to small and
marginalized holdings. Compare and comment DCT and other conventional methods
of agricultural credit and pricing policies.
c. Discuss the impact of GATT and WTO on Indian Agriculture.
9. a. Point out the mandates of ICAR.
b. The transgenic rice named as ‘Golden Rice’ has been obtained to produce Provitamin A which has opened the way for improving the nutritional standards.
Summarize the general procedure to obtain approval for marketing GM foods in
India.
c. Write an explanatory note on Agricultural Insurance in India.
Or
10. a. Specify the advantages of Millets.
b. Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers’ Welfare had launched Kisan
Crop Insurance using Space Technology and geoiNformatics project during 2015.
Under this project, pilot studies were conducted in 4 districts of 4 States (Haryana,
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09
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09
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Karnataka, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh). How does such technology benefit
crop insurance? Comment.
c. Explain the functions and role of National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development (NABARD).
*****
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FAMILY LAW – II
Mohammedan Law and Indian Succession Act

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. Nagendramurthy M.P.)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Point out the differences between Nikha and Muta form of marriage.
b. At the time of marriage the girl was running fifth month pregnancy. Can husband,
having full knowledge of the pregnancy during the marriage, challenge the
validity of the same at a later stage? Decide.
c. Comment on the various schools of Muslim law.

02
03

07/09/10

Or
2. a. Name the primary and secondary sources of Muslim Law.
b. A marriage contract was executed between the parties, at the time of marriage
that the wife became pregnant from the husband prior to marriage and the
husband accepted the paternity of the child. The wife delivered the child on the
day of marriage. Decide, whether husband can challenge the validity of the
marriage.
c. Discuss the nature and essential requirements of a Muslim Marriage.

3. a. When the dower becomes confirmed?
b.

02
03

07/09/10

02

A Hindu got married to Hindu women under the Hindu Marriage Act. Later, got
himself converted to Islam and married Muslim women. Decide:

Whether the first marriage with Hindu woman would automatically
dissolve on his conversion to Islam.
ii. Will it be an offence under Section 494 of IPC?
iii. Is the second marriage after conversion valid?
c. Summarize the wife’s right to seek divorce under the Dissolution of Muslim
Marriage Act, 1939.

03

i.

Or

07/09/10

4. a. When the Doctrine of Acknowledgement does not apply?

02

b. A triple talak was pronounced by the husband in the presence of his wife and her
family members. Decide with justification, the validity of the said talak.

03

c. Examine the powers of the legal guardian, guardian appointed by the court and
the de-facto guardian relating to alienation of immovable property.

07/09/10

5. a. When a Gift cannot be revoked?

02

b. A Mohamedan dies leaving behind wife, father, a son, two daughters and
mother. Allocate the share to the respective heirs.

03

c. Define Wakf. Examine the essentials of a valid Wakf. When a private Wakf is
valid?

07/09/10

Or
6. a. Illustrate the doctrine of Aul with example.
b. A Mohamedan dies leaving behind 4 widows, father and father’s father. Allocate
the share to the eligible heirs.
c. Discuss the essentials and types of Hiba.

7. a. State the essential elements to constitute Domicile.
b. A soldier who was deputed to war field made an oral will before boarding the war
vehicle. After two months, he returned from the war field. Decide the validity of
the oral will.
c. Describe briefly the provisions relating to construction of wills.

02
03

07/09/10

02
03

07/09/10

Or
8. a. What is Intestate Succession?
b. A makes a will appointing B as his executor and the will contains no other
provisions. Decide whether A has died testate or intestate.
c. Expound the kinds of void bequests with illustrations.

02
03

07/09/10

9. a. State the purpose of granting Succession Certificate.
b. A widow of the deceased obtained a decree by the court declaring that she was
the only heir of her deceased husband. Later, she made a representation to the
Provident Fund Authority enclosing a decree for payment of the terminal
benefits. The Authority insisted the production of Succession Certificate. Is it
necessary to obtain Succession Certificate in lieu of the Decree by the court? Give
reasons.
c. Examine the powers and duties of the Executor.

02
03

07/09/10

Or
10. a. What is the effect of granting Probate?
b. An applicant for the Succession Certificate died during the proceedings. Decide
whether his heir can represent the deceased in the proceedings.
c. Explain how the property of the deceased is protected.

*****
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(Set by Prof. Priya A. Jagadish)

Max Marks: 70

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Clarify the term Public Private Partnership.
b. The Government of K entered into a PPP contractual arrangement with Company B
(project developer) who is authorized to finance, construct, own, operate and maintain
an infrastructure or development facility, from which developer is allowed to recover the
total investment, operating and maintenance costs, plus a reasonable return thereon, by
collecting tolls, fees, rental or other charges from facility users. State the kind of PPP
agreement with justification.
c. Specify the term ‘Infrastructure’ along with its important constituents. Examine the
Importance of Infrastructure for economic growth.
Or
2. a. Mention the PPP Project Structuring.
b. In a contractual arrangement Government of C allowed the Company D (project
developer) only to undertake the financing and construction of the given project. After its
completion the government agency or the local government unit, pays the developer its
total investment expended on the project on an agreed schedule, plus a reasonable rate
of return, thereon. The Government of C undertakes direct operation of the project.
Identify the type of agreement with reasons.
c. Discuss the types of dispute resolution mechanisms under PPP Infrastructure Projects.

02
03

3. a. Clarify the terms Request for Proposal and Request for Quotations.
b. Karnataka State Highway Improvement Project (Project Authority) entered into
Concession Agreement with Mysuru-Bellary Highway Private Limited for design, build,
finance, operate and transfer of existing State Highway (SH-3&33) from Malavalli to
Pavagada in the State of Karnataka worth Rs. 49 Crore. Highlight the important clauses
to be included in this Concession Agreement.
c. Explain the restrictions of FDI in different Infrastructure sectors.
Or
4. a. What is Consortia bidding agreement?
b. Highlight the important clauses of Power Purchase Agreement.
c. What is Risk Management? Explain the techniques of Risk Management.

02
03

5. a. Define Electricity.
b. Enlist the special powers of the collector in case of urgency to acquire the land.
c. Elucidate the provisions regarding offences and penalties under the Land Acquisition Act,
2013 with specific reference to resettlement and rehabilitation.

02
03
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09

02
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09

09
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09

Or
6. a. State the composition of Joint Commission under the Electricity Act, 2003.
b. Government of ‘P’ proposes to acquire the land from Scheduled area for public
purpose.
i. State whether such acquisition is valid with reason.
ii. Mention the acquisition procedures in the given case.
c. Explain the procedure of grant of license under the Electricity Act, 2003.

02
03

09

7. a. Define the term ‘Export’ under the SEZ Act, 2005.
b. Explicate the provisions relating to setting up and operation of Offshore Banking
Unit in a SEZ area.
c. Analyze the various stages involved in getting environmental clearance for
Infrastructure projects.
Or
8. a. Specify the significance of Special Economic Zone.
b. Highlight the provisions relating to demarcation of processing and non-processing
area of SEZ.
c. Explain the constitution and functions of the SEZ Authority.

02
03

9. a. State the objectives of the Karnataka Town and Country Planning Act, 1961.

02

b. Z, a promoter is in the process of promoting apartments. He intends to transfer his
majority rights and liabilities in respect of that real estate project to a third party.
i. State the obligation of promoter in case of a transfer of a real estate
project to a third party.
ii. State the effect of such transfer on the sale of apartments.
c. Explain the registration process of real estate projects.
Or
10. a. Define ‘Advertisement’ under the RERA Act, 2016.
b. Primary Co-operative Housing Society constructed two apartments for its
members. Decide whether the Primary Co-operative Housing Society is a
Promoter? Justify.
c. Discuss the legal framework of the Airports in India.
*****
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LAW OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. Sridevi Krishna)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define IPR as provided by WIPO.
b. A Bolivian national wants to protect her novel in all the countries who are
parties to Berne Convention. Is she required to file separate application for
copy right protection in each of these countries? Advice.
c. ‘Intellectual Property is a valuable asset which may be exploited in number of
ways’. Discuss.
Or
2. a. Mention the classification of Industrial Property.
b. A has invented a mountain climbing snow mobile and hope to corner the
market in countries where the machine may be in demand. A wants patent
protection in all those states where mountain – claiming snow mobile can be
used. Advise A as to protection of his invention.
c. Explain the main functions of WIPO.
3. a. State the meaning of patentable and non-patentable inventions.
b. The Plaintiff has obtained product and process patent for manufacturing
sweets using fructose either singly or in combination. The defendant begins to
manufacture sweets using fructose. The plaintiff challenges it as infringement
of his patent. Defendant contends that the plaintiff’s patent itself is invalid
because it does not fulfill non-obvious element. Decide.
c. What are the rights available to a patentee? Examine the limitations which can
be imposed on his rights.
Or
4. a. Define an ‘Inventive Step’.
b. A pharmaceutical product having a patent was sold at an un-affordable price
depriving many poor patients of the much needed health care. What initiative
can a government and other pharmaceutical companies take in making such a
drug available at a reasonable price?
c. Explain the various modes and grounds for revocation of a patent.
5. a. Clarify the term ‘Well-Known Trademark’.
b. A Trader would like to use the name of a living person as a trade mark for his
business. Can he succeed in registration of such a trademark? Decide.
c. What are the characteristics of a good Trademark? Distinguish between
Trademark and Property Mark.
Or
6. a. Bring out the meaning of ‘Permitted use’.
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03

07/09/10
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03

07/09/10
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07/09/10
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07/09/10
02
03
07/09/10

02

b. A Government Corporation is producing and selling milk with a registered
trademark ‘Gomata Cow Milk’. A private company started selling cow milk
with the trademark ‘GO-Mata Cow Milk’. Advise corporation about the
violation if its trademark and the remedies available to it.
c. What amounts to infringement of trademark?
Distinguish between
infringement and passing off.
7. a. What is an Infringing Copy?
b. A has complied a new English dictionary by extracting information from various
sources. Can he claim copyright over this dictionary? Decide with reasons.
c. ‘Copyright exists in expression of idea and not in idea’. Substantiate with case
laws.
Or
8. a. Specify the components of ‘Adaptation’ in Copyrights.
b. A public library gets a copy of a book authored by a foreign writer published
abroad. Due to high price of the book, the library prepares 10 copies of the
book. Is the library guilty of infringement of copyright? Decide.
c. Explain the rights of copyright owner and remedies available for violation of
such rights.
9. a. What are ‘Registrable Varieties’ under the protection of plant varieties and
farmers rights Act?
b. An architect creates certain design for a multi-storyed building. Can the
contractor who constructs the building claim copyright in designs? Decide with
reasons.
c. Explain the procedure for registration of Geographical Indications. When such
registration is prohibited?
Or
10. a. Expand TKDL. Name its current Chairman.
b. A obtains compulsory license on registered plant variety, but the breeder fails
to provide necessary seeds to the person who obtained the compulsory
license. Decide with reasons.
c. Explain the aesthetic value under the Design Act referring to leading cases.
*****
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VIII Sem. B.A./B.B.A.LL.B. & IV Sem. LL.B. Examination
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
(Prof. Nagendra Murthy M.P.)

MaxMarks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question
1 a.
b.

c.

State the reasons for the growth of Administrative law.

02

Write an explanatory note on Doctrine of Separation of Powers under the Indian
Constitution.

03

Discuss the classification of Administrative Action.

07/09/10

Or
2 a.

What is DroitAdministratiff?

02

b.

Identify administrative functions from the following:

03

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Disciplinary proceedings against students.
Dismissal of an employee on the ground of misconduct.
An order granting to prosecute a public servant.
Issuing directions to subordinate officers not having the force of law.
Cancellation of examination.
Making reference to a tribunal for adjudication under the Industrial
Disputes Act, 1947.
Discuss the nature of administrative directions as far as binding is concerned in
relation to rule.

c.

3

07/09/10

a.

State whether the maxim “delegate’s non potestdelegare” applies to delegated
legislation or sub-delegation.

02

b.

The Parent Act empowered the Corporation to levy charge only in respect of
water supplied to and consumed by the consumers. However, the Rule
authorized levy of charge on the basis of minimum quantity irrespective of
consumption. Decide the validity of the Rule with reasons.

03

c.

Analyse the various categories under which the doctrine of excessive delegation
have been tested by the courts.

07/09/10

Or

4 a.
b.

c.

5

What is Conditional Legislation?

02

The Parent Act mandated that any rule under the Act to be published. The Act
also contained ‘ganga clause’ which validated all defects in publication. In a
given case, there was a defect in publication which was challenged. Decide the
validity of the publication.

03

Discuss the various modes of control over Delegated Legislation.

a.

07/09/10

Mention the reasons for the growth of Administrative Tribunal.

02

b.

A University Statute provided automatic termination of service on unauthorized
absence of an employee for a certain period. An employee remained absent for
more than three years and the said post was deemed to have been vacant. The
employee challenged the order being violative of the principle of natural justice
as no opportunity was afforded. Will he succeed? Decide.

03

c.

“The doctrine of natural justice is not only to secure justice but also to prevent
miscarriage of justice”. Elucidate with case laws.

07/09/10

Or
6 a.

Enlist the kinds of Bias.

02

b.

In a departmental enquiry, the management was allowed to be represented by a
trained officer and a delinquent officer was denied legal representation. Decide
whether the denial amounted to violation of natural justice rule.

03

c.

Explain the characteristics of Administrative tribunal. Distinguish it with Court.

7 a.
b.

c.

07/09/10

Enlist the types of writs.

02

A senior officer of the Corporation assaulted the Chief Medical Officer of a
hospital and caused severe injuries. The Officer was dismissed from the service
in accordance with service rules without holding an enquiry. Can the action be
challenged on the ground of mala fide exercise of power? Justify.

03

“Judicial review is a protection and not a weapon”. Examine this statement with
reference to the grounds under which the discretionary power of the
administrative authorities can be reviewed by the courts.

07/09/10

Or
8 a.

State the main object of judicial review of administrative action?

02

b.

The University removed the name of a student from the rolls for unsatisfactory
academic performance without giving any opportunity of being heard. The
aggrieved student challenged the discretionary power of the University. Decide
whether the action of the University can be justified.

03

c.

Examine the remedies available to an individual who is aggrieved by any action
of an administrative authority.

07/09/10

9 a.

Mention the features of Good Governance.

02

b.

A container of food grains was stored in a warehouse maintained by the State.
Due to negligence of the in charge officers, the food grains in the container got
spoiled. Decide whether the State is liable for the negligent act of its servants.

03

c.

Explain the various controls over Public Corporation.

07/09/10

Or
10 a.

What is Sovereign Immunity?

02

b.

Prepare a note on Ombudsman in India.

03

c.

“Information is the ‘live wire’ which illuminates democracy and governance”.
Expound this statement with reference to right to know the core value of
democracy and good governance.
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. Define the term ‘Investigation’.
b. J is accused of Murdering Z. Y is a Police Head Constable. Can Y prosecute criminal
case against J? Decide.
c. Explain the provisions relating to Metropolitan Area under Cr P C.
Or
2. a. What is a Complaint?
b. Mention the differences between Inquiry and Investigation.
c. Explain the hierarchy and powers of criminal courts in India.
3. a. Specify the contents of Summons.
b. K is an officer of the armed forces. When he is attending a friend’s wedding, he
gets into an altercation with M and assaults him with a stick. Can the police arrest
him without a warrant? Give reasons.
c. Discuss the process to compel the appearance of persons.
Or
4. a. Mention the procedure to be followed by a Magistrate if he makes an arrest.
b. It is brought to the notice of the jurisdictional Executive Magistrate that one V is
digging a well next to a public pathway thereby causing nuisance and danger to
passersby. What procedure should the Executive Magistrate follow?
c. Examine the procedure for Arrest.
5. a. Who are the persons who can claim maintenance under Section 125 of Cr P C?
b. F steals a watch from B and gives it to G. G receives the same knowing it to be a
stolen property. Whether F and G can be charged together? Give reasons.
c. Describe the procedure adopted for a trial in a warrant case.
Or
6. a. What is Discharge?
b. Z is an eye witness in a criminal case. He cannot speak the language of the Court.
State the procedure to be followed.
c. What is Charge? Examine the provisions relating to Charges.
7. a. What is the procedure to be adopted if there is a difference of opinion between
two judges of the High Court in a criminal appeal?
b. X is awarded death penalty in a case. State the procedure to be followed.
c. Explain the procedure for Revision.
Or
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8. a. When can a case be referred to the High Court?
b. A is of unsound mind when he committed an offence. But when he is brought
before the Court he had regained sanity. Whether A can be tried for the offence.
Justify.
c. Explicit the provision relating to disposal of property.
9. a. Who is a child in conflict with law?
b. V is a child in conflict with law. What are the steps adopted for his rehabilitation.
c. Explain the powers and functions of the Juvenile Justice Board.
Or
10. a. Define Children’s Home.
b. C is 19 years old. He is convicted of an offence punishable with 2 years
imprisonment. Determine the procedure to be adopted by the Court.
c. Discuss the conditions under which an offender can be released on probation.
*****
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question
1. a. State the punishment for attempts and incitements under The Official Secrets Act,
1923.
b. Highlight the procedure for accepting records from private sources by the National
Archives of India or the Archives of the Union territory.
c. ‘Information leads to participation and participation leads to accountability’.
Substantiate.
Or
2. a. State the procedure for access to private and public records under The Public
Records Act and Rules.
b. A enters and passes through ‘prohibited place’.
i. Whether A has committed any offence under The Official Secrets Act, 1923.
ii. If so, what is the punishment?
c. Examine the salient features of The Commissions of Inquiry Act, 1952.
3. a. State whether the personal information exemption is available to Corporate Entity.
b. The petitioner’s wife had instituted a case for maintenance and had filed an
application under Section 91 of Cr.P.C for a direction to the respondent husband to
submit his pay slip for determination of proper maintenance amount. Then the wife
also filed an application under the Right to Information Act, 2005 to seek the salary
details of her husband. Decide whether she will succeed in getting information
under the RTI Act, 2005.
c. Enumerate the exemptions from disclosure of information.
Or
4. a. Who is Deemed Public Information Officer?
b. Answer the following with reasons:
i. Can RTI query lie with regard to judicial decisions?
ii. Whether particulars of FIR can be disclosed under the RTI Act.
iii. Whether the Bar Council is liable to provide information with regard
disciplinary proceedings under the RTI Act.
c. Analyze the powers and functions of Commission under the Right to Information
Act, 2005.
5. a. Distinguish crimes ‘on’ the internet and crimes ‘of’ the internet.
b. A group of girls had been to a picnic spot and took pictures with beer bottle. One of
the girls uploaded the picture in the social networking site. X, an unknown person
titled the picture as ‘Super Girls Boozing’ and circulated the picture in the social
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networking site. State whether this act amounts to offence.
c. Explain the significance of Right to Privacy as enunciated in Puttaswamy and
Another v/s Union of India.

07/09/10

Or
6. a. What is Computer Sabotage?
b. Name the offences committed and the punishment in the below mentioned
circumstances:
i. Affecting the normal functioning of computer by introducing malwares.
ii. X knowing that, it is likely to cause damage or disruption of supplies or
services essential to the life of the community, commits such act.
iii. Infringing of creative works of another.
c. Explain the steps for prevention of Cybercrimes.
7. a. Define ‘Intermediary’.
b. A notification is published in e-gazette on 02.01.2018 and in official gazette on
03.01.2018. Decide with reasons the date of publication.
c. How the Controller of certifying authorities is appointed? Explain his functions.
Or
8. a. State the procedure for renewal of license under the IT Act, 2000.
b. A executes a power of attorney in electronic form in favour of B to change the
khata and to pay property tax. State with reasons the validity of power of attorney.
c. Discuss the Statement of Objects and Reasons for passing the Information
Technology Act, 2000.
9. a. State the extra-territorial application of the Information Technology Act, 2000.
b. X without the permission of Y who is incharge of a computer, diminishes the value
or utility of information stored in that computer.
i. Examine the remedies available to X.
ii. State with reasons can X file criminal case against Y.
c. Discuss the power of Central Government to make rules under the Information
Technology Act, 2000.
Or
10. a. Mention the functions of CERT-In.
b. N, a public accesses computer resource of Southwestern railway and gives direction
which results in mismanagement of routes of rail and causes injury to people.
Whether N has committed any offence, if so, what are the relevant provisions and
punishment for such act?
c. Examine the provisions relating to offences under the Information Technology Act,
2000.
*****
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. What is previous year?
b. Distinguish between Capital and Revenue Receipts.
c. ‘Incidence of tax is based on residential status of a person’. Discuss.
Or
2. a. Define ‘Person’ under the Income Tax Act, 1961.
b. Write a short note on Exempted Income.
c. Distinguish between:
i. Tax evasion and tax avoidance.
ii. Direct tax and Indirect taxes.
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3. a. Calculate depreciation for the assessment year 2018-19.
02
Cost of furniture purchased on 15-09-2017 Rs.50,000/-.
Rate of depreciation 10%.
b. Highlight the provisions relating to computation of income from house property in
03
respect of let out property.
c. Explain the provisions relating to filing of appeal before the Income Tax Appellate 07/09/10
Tribunal under the Income Tax Act, 1961.
Or
4. a. From the following information determine the amount of deduction available
02
under Section 80C to Mr. X, an individual for the assessment year 2018-19.
Repayment of housing loan Rs. 60,000/Children tuition fee Rs. 20,000/Life insurance premium paid Rs. 70,000/-.
Contribution to Public Provident Fund Rs. 35,000/b. Write a note on Deduction under section 80 D.
03
c. Mr. Y, a Consulting Engineer furnishes the following information for the previous 07/09/10
year 2017-18.
i. Fees received Rs. 9,60,000/ii. Office rent paid Rs. 40,000/iii. Staff salary Rs. 90,000/iv. Travelling Expenses Rs. 30,000/v. Depreciation on various assets Rs. 10,000/Determine his income from profession for the assessment year 2018-19.
5. a. State the meaning of Exempt Supply under GST.
b. Define Person under GST.
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c. Explain ‘time of supply of services’ under GST.

07/09/10

Or

6. a. What is HSN Code?
b. State Taxable event under GST.
c. Explain the salient features of GST.
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7. a. What is Debit Note under GST?
b. State the Composition Scheme under GST.
c. Explain the conditions for availing input tax credit under GST.
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Or
8. a. What is Tax Invoice under GST?
b. Write a short note on GSTR-1 and GSTR-3B.
c. Explain the Registration Procedure under GST.
9. a. What is self assessment of duty under the Customs Act, 1962?
b. Prepare a note on Shipping Bill.
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c. Explain the provisions relating to prohibition on importation and exportation of 07/09/10
goods.
Or
10. a. Define Import under the Customs Act, 1962.
02
b. Write a note on import and export of goods by post.
03
c. Explain the various import procedures under the Customs Act, 1962.
07/09/10
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X Sem. B.A./B.B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) & VI Sem. LL.B. Examination
Aut-16
May – 2019
PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW & HUMAN RIGHTS

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. K.B. Vasudeva)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. What is Pacta Sunt Servanda?
b. State P had taken over the Railway administration of State Q under a treaty.
The treaty also conferred certain rights on the railway officials. State P
violates their rights. The railway officials sue State P before the international
judicial tribunal. State P argues that the failure to carry out the treaty
obligations would make it answerable only to State Q and not to any
individual. Decide.
c. Discuss Treaty as a source of International Law.
Or
2. a. Specify the meaning of Non-State Entities in International Law.
b. ‘X’ State claims sovereignty over an Island on the ground that they discovered
it. ‘B’ State also claims sovereignty on the same Island on the ground that it
has effective control over the Island for the last 40 years. Which state has real
sovereignty over the Island? Decide.
c. Examine the relationship between International Law and Municipal Law.
3. a. Clarify the term State Responsibility.
b. J Intl. Ltd., a Multi-national Corporation incorporated in the State of T,
established an Industry in the State of K to manufacture highly toxic industrial
gases. On a fateful day, the deadly gas leaked and 3000 citizens lost their lives
and 8000 became blind. State the responsibility of J Intl. Ltd. Decide.
c. Discuss the theories of Recognition in International Law.
Or
4. a. What is Extra-Territorial Jurisdiction?
b. A Belgian was killed by another Belgian on board a Belgian ship in an
American port. Belgian counsel claims jurisdiction. Decide.
c. Explain the modes of Acquisition and Loss of state territorial sovereignty.
5. a. What is Extradition?
b. There are Extradition treaties between A and B on one hand and B and C
countries on the other. But there is no such treaty between A and C. X, a
national of country B commits a crime in country A and escapes to country C.
Decide with reasons.
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c. What is Asylum? Explain the different kinds of Asylum.
Or
6. a. Define the term Nationality.
b. A, a national of State X on a visit to State Y was given asylum in the embassy
of Z state. Later, he was secretly sent out by a ship to State Z. Is the act of
State Z justifiable?
c. Discuss the privileges and immunities of Diplomatic Envoys? Discuss.
7. a. Specify the meaning of Veto.
b. The USA and its allies waged war against Iraq to release Kuwait from its
occupation. In the war they brought about considerable civilian casualties by
bombardment. Decide the extent of violations committed by both the
belligerents.
c. Discuss the purposes and principles of United Nations.
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Or
8. a. Mention the objectives of UNO.
b. A country permits an MNC to establish a factory and produce baby food in its
territory. Products of the corporation are not up to the standard stipulated
by the WHO in the International Code on the Marketing of Breast-milk
Substitutes, 1981. An international voluntary organization for child care
challenges the permission granted to the corporation before the ICJ. Decide.
c. Explain the powers and functions of the General Assembly.
9. a. Point out the Civil and Political Rights.
b. Pope (religious head), an American National, was tried by an Indonesian
tribunal for offences arising out of acts committed while he was employed by
rebels against the Government. During trial he was represented by an
Indonesian lawyer chosen by the Indonesian Government and accepted by
him. He was found guilty and sentenced to death. America questions the
manner of trial. Decide.
c. Discuss the powers and functions of NHRC.
Or
10. a. Mention the constitution of State Human Rights Commission.
b. Ten under trial prisoners demand voting right during the parliamentary
election. The prison authority refused them to vote. The under trial prisoners
challenged the official order under civil and political rights. Whether they can
succeed? Give reasons.
c. Write an explanatory note on the Civil and Political Rights Act, 1996.
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X Sem. B.A./B.B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) & VI Sem. LL.B. Examination
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May – 2019
SEMINAR
(Principles of Research)

Time: 2 ½ Hours

(Set by Prof. Jagadish A.T.)

Max Marks: 50

Note: Answer the part A, B, & C, Compulsory. Marks are indicated against each part.
Part-A
II.

Answer any five of the following:
2X5=10
a. State the significance of Socio-Legal Research.
b. Mention the Primary and Secondary sources of Data.
c. Specify the different types of Interview.
d. State the purpose of Footnote.
e. Clarify the term Plagiarism.
f. Mention the various stages of Research.
g. Indicate few suggestions made in research report (seminar report).
h. State the need for acknowledgement in research work.

PART-B
III.

Write short notes on any four of the following:
5X4=20
a. Purposes of Research
b. Importance of Analytical research method
c. Characteristics of observation
d. Techniques involved in defining a problem.
e. Highlight the role of Legal Research in Law Reforms.
f. Steps involved in Scientific Method of Research.
g. State the mode of citation of case law as per ILI Method of citation.

Part-C
III.
Answer any two of the following:
10X2=20
1. Draft a research design of your research work (seminar work) and explain the
different parts of Research Report.
2. Discuss the different Research Techniques (tools of research).
3. Explain the significance of Hypothesis. State the characteristics of Hypothesis.
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X Sem. B.A./B.B.A.LL.B.(Hons.) & VI Sem. LL.B. Examination
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LAW OF EVIDENCE

Time : 2 ½ Hrs.

(Set by Prof. K.S. Suresh)

Max Marks: 60/70/75

Instructions: Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question.
1. a. What was the law prior to the passing of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872
b. In an alleged murder of wife by the accused husband, the dog of the police dog
squad points at the husband. What factors are to be taken in to account to admit
that as evidence?
c. How far the facts forming the part of the same transaction, motive and conduct
are relevant?
Or
2. a. Define ‘Proved’, ‘Disproved’ and ‘Not Proved’.
b. A asked the accused as to why he killed his father; he said that his father used to
frequently quarrel with him. How far this statement is relevant as evidence and
why?
c. Discuss the significance of confession. When does it become relevant?
3. a. What are ‘judgments in rem’? State the relevancy of such judgments.
b. A witness refused to appear before the court to testify as he pleaded that it was
inconvenient for him due to long distance and too expensive. Is it a just case to
dispense his presence in the court under section 32?
c. What is character? How much of it is relevant in civil and criminal cases?
Or
4. a. Who are Experts? Name some of the experts.
b. A Doctor certifies the age of the accused as between 20 and 25 years. Is this an
opinion or fact? Justify.
c. Examine the statements of the persons who cannot be called as witnesses.
5. a. What is direct oral evidence?
b. The CC TV footage of a theft was produced as evidence. The court verifies the
footage in the absence of one of the accused persons. Comment on the
procedure followed in these cases.
c. When secondary evidence as to the contents of documents may be given?
Explain.
Or
6. a. State the presumptions regarding documents which are thirty years old.
b. One of the parties to suit adduces the certified copy of the deed as proof of
existence of an agreement. How far it is admissible in the absence of any other
evidence?
c. Discuss oral agreements that may be admitted as evidence when the terms of
contract, grant or other dispositions are reduced in to writing.
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7. a. State the difference between ‘Burden of Proof’ and ‘Onus’.
b. Insurance company refuses to pay the damages in a motor vehicle accident case
as the driver did not possess a valid license. Who has to prove the validity of the
driving license? Substantiate.
c. Examine the provisions of IEA on Burden of Proof.
8. a.
b.
c.
9. a.
b.
c.

10. a.
b.
c.

Or
What presumptions the court may have on dowry death cases?
In a case of maintenance, a prayer for DNA test was made after 8 years of birth
of the baby. Decide in the light of Supreme Court guidelines on DNA tests.
What are privileged communications? Who can exercise this privilege and under
what circumstances?
What determines the admissibility of evidence?
The wife of a partner was called to produce the deed of partnership to the court.
Can she be examined as a witness? Explain.
Enumerate the rules concerning questions to be asked during the examination of
a witness.
Or
State the powers of the Judge to put question to witness
A witness wants to refresh his memory by referring to an inadequately stamped
Promissory Note. Can he do so? Justify
What is impeaching the credit of the witness? When can it be done? Explain.
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